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ABSTRACT
To what extent is chemical weathering governed by a landscape’s topography?
Two neighboring mountain ranges in the northern Rockies of western Montana, USA,
provide an ideal natural laboratory in which to investigate the relationship between soil
chemical weathering, persistence of soil cover, and topography. We also examine the
connection between the topography and climate history. The mountain ranges we explore
are the previously glaciated Bitterroot Mountains, which consist of steep, rock-dominated
hillslopes, and the neighboring unglaciated Sapphire Mountains which display convex,
soil-mantled hillslopes. Soil thickness measurements, soil and rock geochemistry, and
digital terrain analysis reveal that soils in the rock-dominated Bitterroot Mountains are
less thoroughly weathered than those in the Sapphire Mountains. These differences are
even greater when we adjust weathering for rock fragments and consider surface
weathering intensity at a landscape scale using our newly developed metric, the rockadjusted chemical depletion fraction (RACDF) and rock-adjusted mass transfer
coefficient (RAτ). The Bitterroots overall are 30% less weathered than the Sapphires
despite higher mean annual precipitation in the former, with an average RACDF of 0.38
in the postglacial Bitterroots catchment and 0.61 in the nonglacial Sapphire catchment,
suggesting that 38% of rock mass is lost in the conversion to soil in the Bitterroots,
whereas 61% of rock mass is lost in the nonglaciated Sapphires. Though we find little
evidence for modern climate influence on weathering, data suggest that precipitation may
influence slope thresholds for soil cover. Forested soils persist on slopes that are 5°
higher in the Bitterroots than the Sapphires (25° and 20° respectively), based on land
cover data. Because the previously glaciated Bitterroots are less weathered despite being
wetter, we conclude that the glacial history of this landscape exerts more influence on
soil chemical weathering than does modern climate. However, while previous studies
have correlated weathering intensity with topographic parameters such as slope gradient,
we find little topographic indication of specific controls on weathering in these complex
systems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Intent of this MS Thesis
Significant advancement has been made in our understanding of the controls on
soil development and chemical weathering over the past several decades. However, some
grand challenges remain untangling the relationships between past and present climate,
topography, and soil formation and weathering. I bring together these important themes
by addressing the critical question: To what extent do climate and morphology control
soil evolution? I address this question through the examination of two landscapes in the
northern Rockies of Montana: one of which, the Bitterroot Mountains, was glaciated in
the LGM, while the other, the neighboring Sapphire Mountains, was not. My research,
presented in this thesis, links the topographic legacy of glaciation to thresholds for soil
cover and chemical weathering.

Background
The patterns of soil formation, weathering, and erosion shape terrestrial
landscapes where the biosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere all meet,
forming the foundation on which ecosystems and human civilizations are built.
Landscapes record interactions between climatic and tectonic forcings; by linking
observed landforms to surface processes and their rates we may better untangle how these
forcings impact Earth’s surface (Dietrich et al., 2003). In the last 50 years, quantitative
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understanding of Earth surface processes has accelerated exponentially, and continues to
grow in complexity and scope. Increasingly, the geomorphic community has recognized
that feedbacks between climate (e.g. von Blanckenburg et al., 2004; Dixon et al., 2009),
vegetation (Dietrich and Perron, 2006; Amundson et al., 2007), hydrology (Anderson and
Dietrich, 2001), and regolith development (Anderson et al., 2007) play important roles in
the evolution of landscapes. Each of these inputs influences the rate of mineral
weathering in soils, which in turn controls the release of solutes that provide the
nutritional basis of terrestrial ecosystems, neutralizes acidic precipitation, accelerates
landscape evolution, and possibly stabilizes Earth’s climate over millennial timescales
(Garrels and Mackenzie, 1971; Likens et al., 1967; Drever, 1994; Kump et al., 2000;
Berner 2003). Significant advances in our understanding of these complex feedbacks
between air, water, rock and life have been made since Jenny (1941) first qualitatively
described the five factors of soil formation, partially due to increased attention over the
past decade and a half to this interface as a “Critical Zone” (National Research Council,
2001; Banwart et al., 2013).
A landscape bears the mark of its cumulative tectonic and climatic history, as
tectonic motion leads to surface deformation (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012), mantle
convection and plumes cause vertical displacement (e.g. Rohrman and van der Beek,
1996; Saunders et al., 2007; Braun, 2010), ice sheets grow and recede (e.g. Dansgaard et
al., 1993), and sea level changes by tens of meters (e.g. Lambeck and Chappell, 2001). In
mountain belts, glaciers play an important role as they steepen and deepen valleys and
create forms such as cirques, arêtes, horns, hanging valleys, truncated spurs, and U-
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shaped troughs (e.g. Sugden and John, 1976; Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2002). The
abrasion and plucking caused by ice scraping over bedrock can accelerate mountain
erosion (Herman et al., 2013) and produce fine-grained sediments that weather quickly
(Anderson et al., 2000), resulting in large changes in surface weathering post-glaciation
(Taylor and Blum, 1995). After glacial retreat, mountain belts may rebound isostatically
(Molnar and England, 1990; Champagnac et al., 2007) and glacial sediments serve as
erosive tools for rivers through abrasion of bedload grains against the river bed (Jansen et
al., 2011).
Because glaciers are so influential, numerous metrics have been developed to
measure their topographic legacy. For example, by eroding topography above the
snowline, glaciers change the elevation distribution, or hypsometry, of a landscape
(Brozović et al., 1997; Montgomery et al., 2001; Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2004;
Mitchell and Montgomery, 2006). Around the globe, the hypsometric maximum, or the
greatest proportion of a landscape at a given elevation, occurs between the modern
snowline and the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) snowline, regardless of tectonic setting,
lithology, or uplift rate (Egholm et al., 2009). Thus, the hypsometry of a landscape
contains hints of its glacial history over millennial timescales. Slope-elevation
distribution can also be used to detect a glacial signature, as the decrease in slope at the
ELA shows up as a decrease in the slope-elevation curve at the ELA (Robl et al., 2015).
Thirdly, by bulldozing short-wavelength topography, glaciers may decrease the drainage
density of a landscape, and thus drainage density can be used to detect a glacial signature
(Salcher et al., 2014).
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The glacial imprint on landscape morphology has important implications for the
evolution of critical zone processes, since topography influences soil production and
weathering. Hillslope curvature, for example, is a predictor of soil thickness (Heimsath et
al., 1997), which in turn controls the hydrologic regime of a landscape via infiltration
rates (Woolhiser et al., 2006) and water storage potential (McGuire et al., 2005; Pelletier
and Rasmussen, 2009). Topography may also control whether there is any soil cover at
all, since slope thresholds may exist above which regolith cover cannot persist (e.g.,
Dietrich et al., 1992; Heimsath et al., 2012).

Figure 1.1. Illustration of contrasting landscapes. In panel (a), a soil mantle covers the
entire hillslope and supports tree cover that spans the entire elevation. In panel (b), the
ridge displays bare bedrock with no soil cover. Vegetation cover is dense near the bottom
of the hillslope but becomes patchy partway up the slope and almost disappears at the
highest elevations. This contrast is indicative of a change in soil production or transport
processes.

Several fundamental questions remain regarding how soils evolve, especially in
mountainous landscapes where tectonics and climate exert complex forcings on erosion
and weathering. In these systems, soil cover is discontinuous and the regolith cover
heterogeneous. Consider two landscapes distinct in their abundance of soil and rock
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outcrops (figure 1.1). One is covered by vegetation that overlies a continuous soil mantle.
In the other, soils and vegetation primarily cover the valley floor, extending upslope to
some elevation where vegetation cover becomes patchy and bare rock is exposed. Why
might one landscape be soil-mantled while another is rock-dominated? To answer this
question, we must understand the processes that produce and transport soil at multiple
spatial and temporal scales. The presence of a soil mantle indicates that soil production
rate meets or exceeds the erosion rate at a given location, and a stabilizing feedback
mechanism stabilizes soil thickness so a soil cover is maintained over much of Earth’s
surface (Carson and Kirkby, 1972; Ahnert, 1976; Anderson and Humphrey, 1989). In
landscapes void of this continuous mantle, the exposure of bare rock at the surface
suggests a breakdown of this stabilizing mechanism.
The original, but still widely used, models for soil and hillslope evolution are
primarily derived for continuously soil mantled convex hillslopes, where soil erosion is
understood to occur by diffusive, gradient-dependent processes and soil is formed by
biomechanical disruption of rock at the bottom of the soil column (e.g., Gilbert, 1898;
Dietrich et al., 1995). When soil particles become exposed at the surface, creep processes
move them downslope in proportion to slope gradient in a continuous process. Soil
production and transport influence each other in a negative feedback so that they tend to
find a balance at a constant, usually thin, soil thickness (Heimsath et al., 1997). In these
systems, uniformly eroding hillslopes have a parabolic shape, and therefore spatially
varying steepnesses. Importantly, in such systems it has also been noted that at a
landscape scale, the mean erosion rate generally increases with the mean landscape slope
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and local relief (Gilbert, 1877; Ahnert, 1970; Milliman and Syvitski, 1992; Summerfield
and Hulton, 1994; Harrison, 2000; Montgomery and Brandon, 2002). However, in some
landscapes, erosion and slope become decoupled as slopes approach threshold
steepnesses (Strahler, 1950; Penck, 1953; Anderson and Humphrey, 1989; Anderson,
1994; Howard, 1994, 1997; Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995; Burbank et al., 1996;
Roering et al., 1999; Montgomery and Brandon, 2002). Once they reach their threshold
steepness, catchments with similar mean slope gradients can have widely different
denudation rates, especially in active orogens (Burbank et al., 1996). This theoretical
relationship is supported by multiple empirical data sets across diverse mountain ranges
that show catchment-average hillslope angle remains constant in regions with rapid
erosion rates (often >250 m/My; e.g., Binnie et al., 2007; Ouimet et al., 2009). In such
systems, hillslope processes are likely dominated by landsliding (e.g., Binnie et al., 2007;
Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995; Burbank et al., 1996; Montgomery, 2001). Importantly,
this transition between slope-dependent transport processes and landslide dominance is
likely gradual, and carries important implications for rates of soil formation, which may
keep up locally with high rates of erosion even in otherwise bedrock dominated systems
(Heimsath et al., 2012).
The presence and thickness of soil cover at both local and landscape scales also
have important implications for chemical weathering. Chemical weathering regimes have
been described as two end-member conditions. In one, chemical erosion rates increase
proportionally with soil production rate, which provides the weathering engine with fresh
supply to act on. This is termed a supply-limited regime because chemical weathering
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rates are coupled to the rate of mineral supply (Riebe et al., 2004a, 2004b; West et al.,
2005; Gabet and Mudd, 2009; Hilley et al., 2010; Dixon et al., 2012). In the other
endmember condition, the degree of chemical depletion decreases with increasing
mineral supply rates, as erosion removes weatherable material before it has a long enough
residence time on the hillslope to be completely weathered. This is termed kinetic
limitation (West et al., 2005; Brantley and White, 2009; Brantley and Lebedeva, 2011;
Brantley et al., 2013). Much of the world can largely be described as supply limited
(Dixon and von Blanckenburg, 2012). Kinetically limited landscapes are less well
documented (e.g., Dixon et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2010; Rasmussen et al., 2011), partially
due to sampling biases to measure weathering in soil-mantled systems (Dixon and von
Blanckenburg, 2012). Large uncertainties therefore exist in how weathering regimes may
reflect erosion-weathering feedbacks or controls such as climate and landscape
morphology.

Thesis Format and Outline
This thesis addresses the complex questions of how morphology and climate may
influence soil evolution. In chapter 2, I present my examination, prepared for publication.
The fundamental concepts behind my approach are described in figure 1.2. I explore the
relationships between soil thickness, degree of chemical weathering, and topographic and
climatic variables in order to better understand how soils evolve in mountainous
landscapes. Addressing these relationships requires quantifying weathering and soil cover
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across multiple spatial scales. Chapter 3 provides a summary and directions for future
work.

Figure 1.2. Glaciers carved steep-walled valleys in parts of the Northern Rockies during
the Pleistocene. Thousands of years later, landscapes still bear this topographic signature.
The aim of our study is to better understand the differences in chemical weathering
regime in steep landscapes such as those formed by glaciers (middle panel) from the
chemical weathering regime of gentle, convex hillslope systems where much of our
understanding of geomorphology was developed (top panel). It is necessary to measure
weathering patterns at both the local scale (left column) and catchment scale (right
column), by which we mean the basin upslope from where the creek feeds into the river
valley. The bottom panel describes our methodology for doing so.
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CHAPTER 2
MORPHOLOGIC AND CLIMATIC CONTROLS ON SOIL EVOLUTION
IN THE BITTERROOT AND SAPPHIRE MOUNTAINS
Introduction
Soil represents a dynamic interface between the Earth, atmosphere, and biosphere,
and provides important substrate for terrestrial life. When soil is produced from rock,
nutrients are released that power primary productivity and cascade throughout the
ecosystem. Water flow patterns and chemical composition are determined in part by the
shape of the landscape and the chemistry of the soil through which it flows. Trees,
burrowing animals, and microorganisms act to break down and churn the soil as they
utilize it for nutrients and habitat. Therefore, characterization of soil dynamics is key to
understanding not only landscape evolution but also hydrologic flow regimes and
ecosystem development. Mountainous landscapes present some large challenges to
exploring soil formation, since soils may be patchy in these systems, and the dynamic
controls on their formation difficult to quantify. Here, we explore how soil cover and
weathering in mountainous systems may reflect past climates, and the morphologic
legacy they leave.
Legacies of Past Climate on Landscape Morphology
While it is widely recognized that ecosystems and landforms are influenced by
modern climate, which dictates temperature and moisture availability and influences fire
and hydrologic regimes, the past climates may exert influence and leave a lasting legacy
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as well. For example, Church and Slaymaker (1989) described the landscape of British
Columbia as “imprisoned in its history” because its rivers were still responding to the last
glaciation more than 10 ky later. A similar observation has been noted across many other
post-glacial landscapes, since glaciers are powerful erosive agents that carve out steep
valleys and characteristic topographic features that remain on the landscape thousands of
years after the glaciers recede. This influence is expressed through widening and
deepening of valleys through abrasion and plucking of bedrock by ice (Brocklehurst and
Whipple, 2002) and can accelerate mountain erosion (Herman et al., 2013). Glaciers
produce fine-grained sediments that undergo rapid weathering of carbonate and biotite
(Anderson et al., 2000) and leave behind less reactive minerals so that after glacial
retreat, total weathering rates may lower (Norton and von Blanckenburg, 2010). Glaciers
may lead to increased mountain relief through both erosion and following isostatic
compensation (Molnar and England, 1990; Champagnac et al., 2007), and fluvial export
of post-glacial sediments fuels erosion (Jansen et al., 2011). The present interglacial
interval, ca. 16,500 years, is likely insufficient time for rivers to achieve equilibrium, and
these channel systems are likely still responding to Pleistocene glaciation (e.g., Collins
and Montgomery, 2010).
To measure a landscape’s climate legacy, geomorphologists have developed a
number of topographic metrics. For example, a concentration of surface area at elevations
corresponding to the glacial equilibrium line altitude (ELA) is indicative of a glacial
buzzsaw, where glaciers erode topography above the snowline to just below the ELA
while isostatic uplift compensates by uplifting the entire landscape (Brozović et al., 1997;
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Montgomery et al., 2001; Mitchell and Montgomery, 2006; Brocklehurst and Whipple,
2004). Thus hypsometry, or the frequency distribution of elevation, can be used to
identify whether a landscape was shaped by fluvial or glacial processes (e.g. Brozovic et
al. 1997; Kirkbride and Matthews, 1997; Montgomery et al., 2001; Brocklehurst and
Whipple, 2004; Mitchell and Montgomery, 2006). Egholm et al. (2009) examined digital
elevations models (DEMs) from around the world and found that regardless of tectonic
setting, lithology, or uplift rate the hypsometric maximum is usually between the modern
and last glacial maximum (LGM) snowlines, and that most summit elevations are not
more than 1,500 m above the local snowline.
Slope-elevation distributions provide additional insight into the evolution of a
landscape (Robl et al., 2015; figure 2.1). Glacial erosion erases local relief above the
ELA and forms cirques, where slope gradient decreases, and can form nunataks at the
summit where rock is exposed above the glacial ice with extremely steep (near vertical)
slopes. Therefore, in these systems, gradients would decrease above the ELA and spike at
the highest elevations, in contrast to landscapes formed by fluvial processes where
gradients are generally increase smoothly with increasing elevation.
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Figure 2.1. Idealized slope-elevation distributions of a single profile from headwaters to
trunk stream, characteristic of a) a landscape shaped by fluvial processes, and b) a
landscape shaped by glacial processes. In landscape (a), the solid line represents a
landscape in equilibrium, meaning it has adapted to its present boundary conditions and
the entire landscape is responding to the same forcing. The dotted line represents a
landscape that is not in equilibrium, which could be either because the landscape is
experiencing non-uniform uplift, or because it is experiencing transient incision, meaning
a change in base level has occurred within the landscape’s response time and is still being
communicated across the landscape. Glacial erosion erases local relief above the ELA
and forms cirques (b), where slope gradient decreases, and can form nunataks, horns, and
arêtes at the summit where rock is exposed above the glacial ice with extremely steep
(near vertical) slopes. Figure adapted from Robl et al. (2015).
Landscape Morphology and Soil Cover
The topographic legacy of glaciation introduces complexity to the modern
understanding of hillslope dynamics, which was developed largely by G.K. Gilbert in the
late 19th and early 20th century. Gilbert described a model for soil mantled hillslopes in
which the two central forces behind landscape form, soil production and erosion, tend to
balance each other in order to maintain a constant soil thickness and a smooth, convex
hillslope shape. The rate of soil production is regulated by the thickness of the overlying
soil cover, as processes that work to convert rock to soil at depth (including bioturbation,
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frost cracking, and chemical weathering reactions) operate rapidly when soil is thin, and
are dampened when soil cover is thicker than some optimal thickness (Gilbert, 1877;
Ahnert, 1967; Carson and Kirkby, 1972; Heimsath et al., 1997; Anderson, 2002). This
concept is represented concisely as a humped soil production function, where soil
production rate increases at low soil depths, peaks, and declines toward zero as soil depth
continues to increase (e.g., Carson and Kirkby, 1972). This formulation has been
supported by numerous studies in continuously soil mantled regions, (e.g. Ahnert 1967,
1976), while soils have been demonstrated to become thinner and less extensive with
increasing denudation (Heismath et al., 1997; Furbish and Fagherazzi, 2001). However,
mountainous landscapes with discontinuous soil cover present a much more complex
story.
Soil production and erosion are not balanced in all landscapes, as evidenced by
patchy soils and exposed rock in steep mountainous landscapes (e.g. Heimsath et al.,
2012, 2014). As a corollary, the exposure of bare rock is thought to signify that erosion is
outpacing soil production. Research has flourished on soil-mantled terrain that conform
to the classic model described by Gilbert (1909) where soil is transported primarily by
creep, but steep landscapes where bedrock is exposed at the surface are less well
understood. It is unclear what mechanisms allow patches of soil to persist in landscapes
where landscape-scale erosion likely locally outpaces soil production rates.
At a catchment scale, hillslope gradient and topographic relief have been shown
to be positively correlated with erosion rate (Dietrich et al., 1993; Rosenbloom and
Anderson, 1994; Montgomery and Brandon, 2002) below some threshold, but at very
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high slope gradients the relationship breaks down (e.g. Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995;
Montgomery, 2001; Ouimet et al., 2009; DiBiase et al., 2010). Threshold slopes are
determined by mountain-scale bedrock strength and are established and maintained by
bedrock landsliding (Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995). In these settings stochastic
transport events including dry ravel (Gabet, 2003) and deep-seated landslides (Selby,
1993) may remove regolith more rapidly than it is replaced by weathering of underlying
rock. Channel processes help to maintain threshold slopes by removing material
deposited at the base of slopes at least as rapidly as it is supplied form the above
hillslope. In such systems, the relative bedrock and soil exposure would therefore reflect
the regional denudation rate and the frequency and distribution of landsliding.
However, patchy soil cover and bedrock outcrops do not always reflect
landsliding processes. Instead, the heterogeneity of soil cover may reflect local outpacing
of soil production by erosion. Curiously, this local limit of soil production may be
specific to each landscape (Dixon and von Blanckenburg, 2012) and may depend partly
on rock strength and climate (Pelletier and Rasmussen, 2009). In many mountain systems
the emergence of bedrock cover and the soil-bedrock transition is likely gradual and
leaves a topographic signature that can be identified with high resolution topography
(DiBiase et al., 2012; Milodowski et al., 2015). DiBiase et al. (2012) demonstrated that in
bed rock exposure increases strongly with mean slope, and developed the Rock Exposure
Index (REI) as a metric for mapping rock exposure based on a defined threshold
steepness beyond which soil is not retained on the hillslope. This threshold is reflective of
increasing bedrock dominance and signifies the transition from diffusive-like soil
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transport processes to landslides (Heimsath et al., 2012). The critical slope for
determination of REI changes from one landscape to another, depending on soil
characteristics, vegetation, lithology, and climate, but is likely close to 30° (Heimsath et
al., 2012; DiBiase et al., 2012), similar to the transition to landslide dominance identified
across a variety of mountain ranges; (Burbank, 1996; Montgomery and Brandon, 2002).
Milodowski et al. (2015) investigated the soil-mantled to bedrock transition using local
variability of surface-normal vectors measured from 1 m resolution airborne LiDAR data
as a roughness metric, following algorithms developed by McKean and Roering (2004).
They applied surface roughness analysis to two landscapes in California and Idaho, and
their results support the idea that the soil-bedrock transition is not abrupt but gradual and
spatially heterogeneous. This method complements the REI developed by DiBiase et al.
(2014) and is particularly useful in landscapes where rock outcrops at slopes shallower
than an inferred threshold. These topographic metrics can be used to characterize the
heterogeneity of soil cover in mountainous landscapes and infer changes in local
mechanisms controlling hillslope evolution.
Implications of Bedrock Exposure for Chemical Weathering
The exposure of bare rock, discussed above, has important implications for
chemical weathering processes. Chemical weathering rate is set by a combination of
many factors, including erosion rate (Stallard and Edmond, 1983; Riebe et al., 2001c,
2003, 2004a,b; Green et al., 2006; Yoo et al., 2007; Burke et al., 2009; Dixon et al.,
2009b), lithology and rock chemistry (Garrels and Mackenzie, 1971; Meybeck, 1987;
Amiotte-Suchet and Probst, 1993; Bluth and Kump, 1994; Edmond et al., 1996), and
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moisture availability (Dunne, 1978; Bluth and Kump, 1994; White and Blum, 1995;
Dixon et al., 2016a); the relative importance of each of these influences varies with each
setting. Physical erosion and chemical weathering are thought to positively feedback:
erosion refreshes the supply of weatherable material from below, while weathering
reactions loosen rock and make it erodible (Gilbert, 1877; Anderson, 2002), and previous
studies have documented a positive correlation between erosion and chemical weathering
(e.g., Riebe et al., 2001; Riebe et al., 2004; West et al., 2005; Dixon and von
Blanckenburg, 2012). However, increasing erosion rate will not increase chemical
weathering rate in all cases. This is because we expect that when erosion rates are very
rapid, mineral residence times are reduced, such that the surface weathering reactor has
insufficient time to fully alter and deplete weatherable minerals (Gabet, 2007; Ferrier and
Kirchner, 2008; Gabet and Mudd, 2009). This distinction allows landscapes to be
classified as belonging to one of two types: those where chemical weathering is
kinetically limited and those where it is erosion-limited.
In kinetically limited landscapes, chemical erosion rate is decoupled from mineral
supply rates, either because of high erosion rates, so that mineral residence times are cut
short by being eroded away; or because of dry conditions, where not enough moisture is
available for weathering reactions to take place (Rasmussen et al., 2011). In erosionlimited landscapes (also called supply-limited), weathering is limited only by the supply
of fresh material, not by the rate of mineral dissolution (Stallard, 1995; West et al., 2005).
This could be due to very low erosion rates, which allow the regolith to grow so thick that
weathering processes (bioturbation, freeze-thaw, etc.) do not reach fresh rock; or it could
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mean that although erosion rates are not particularly low, chemical weathering keeps
pace with erosion so that a steady-state condition is maintained (Rasmussen et al., 2011).
The threshold for bedrock emergence may distinguish kinetic versus supplylimited regimes, as erosion begins to outpace soil production (Dixon and von
Blanckenburg, 2012). Erosion-limited systems are ubiquitous around the globe, as
evidenced by numerous studies (Riebe et al., 2001; Riebe et al., 2004; Dixon and von
Blanckenburg, 2012), because erosion rates are slow to moderate at much of Earth’s land
surface (Dixon and von Blanckenburg, 2012; Willenbring et al., 2013). Some studies
have documented kinetically limited settings (Norton and von Blanckenburg, 2010;
Rasmussen et al., 2011; Dixon et al., 2012; Dixon et al., 2016b) but further exploration is
required to better validate the models that describe kinetic- versus erosion-limitation (i.e.,
Ferrier and Kirchner, 2008; Gabet and Mudd, 2009; Hilley et al., 2010), and few studies
have attempted to explore soil weathering in systems with signifcant bedrock exposure
(e.g., Dixon et al., 2012). Furthermore, while previous work has suggested limits to soil
cover and regolith production may determine the transition from supply to kinetic
limitation (Ferrier and Kirchner, 2008; Dixon and von Blanckenburg, 2012), no work has
explicitly tested this relationship. Most of the relevant stuides have instead focused on
continuously soil mantled hillslopes (e.g., Riebe et al., 2004; Dixon et al., 2009), since
understanding the extent of surface weathering in heterogeneous bedrock dominated
landscapes requires quantifying the spatial variabilty of soil, its variable weathered state,
and the complex controls on both of these things.
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Distingushing when erosion rate is helping or hindering chemical weathering
would also help identify where climate may influence these feedbacks. Though generally,
warmer and wetter climate conditions facilitate higher weathering rate and intensity, as
demonstrated in laboratory experiments (White et al., 1999; White and Brantley, 2003),
Dixon et al. (2012) suggest that only when mineral supply is not limiting weathering can
moisture and temperature influence chemical weathering rates.
We address the fundamental question of how soil cover, topography, and
weathering relate in mountainous settings by comparing the modern soil distribution and
chemical weathering extents across a previously glaciated and a nonglaciated mountain
range. This work allows us to explore the transition from soil-mantled to rock-dominated
hillslopes in detail and at the landscape scale, and provide added insight into how past
climate legacies (such as glaciation) influence modern weathering. For this analysis we
draw on the legacy left in the northern Rockies by Pleistocene glaciation, which provides
an ideal natural laboratory for investigation into the controls on soil-mantled and rocky
landscapes.

Study Area
Our work focuses on two mountain ranges, the Bitterroot and Sapphire
Mountains, which border the Bitterroot River valley in western Montana (figure 2.2).
These two systems provide important contrasts in glaciation history, topography, and soil
and rock cover that provide a unique setting to explore feedbacks between climate,
morphology, and weathering and erosion processes.
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Tectonic History
The Bitterroot River basin, which encompasses both the Bitterroot and Sapphire
Mountain Ranges, is a large (7,300 km2 area) headwater basin of the Columbia River.
The two north-south trending ranges of interest are separated by the 500-1500 m thick
east-dipping Bitterroot mylonite shear zone. In broad terms, the Bitterroots are composed
of granitic plutons belonging to the Bitterroot metamorphic core complex, an exposure of
the middle crust of the Cordilleran Orogen. On the east of the shear zone is the Bitterroot
Valley and the Sapphire Mountains, which are largely underlain by shallower
Cretaceous-Eocene plutons and lower-grade Belt Supergroup strata.

Figure 2.2. Location of the Bitterroot and Sapphire Mountains. Selected catchments for
topographic analysis in the Bitterroot Mountains (blue) and Sapphire Mountains (red).
All catchments drain to the Bitterroot River which runs through the valley between the
two ranges. Lost Horse and Rye Creeks (bold outlines) are our detailed-study catchments.
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The Bitterroot Mountains are bounded by the Montana-Idaho border to the west
and the Bitterroot Valley to the east, and are comprised of a series of parallel eastdraining tributaries, the northernmost of which is Lolo Creek and the southernmost the
West Fork of the Bitterroot River. The Bitterroot lobe, part of the Idaho batholith, has a
dome extending about 100 km north-south called the Bitterroot Dome at its eastern edge
(Chase and Talbot, 1973). Early descriptions of bedrock geology in the Bitterroot Valley
were made by Langton (1935), Ross (1950), and Pardee (1950). The Bitterroot
Mountains are underlain by the Idaho batholith, a metamorphic core complex made up of
metasedimentary rocks in the north and granitic rocks to the south (Lonn and Berg, 1996;
Lewis, 1998). The quartz monzonite that makes up most of the Bitterroot Mountains
displays a mineralogic composition primarily comprising quartz, orthoclase, oligoclase,
and biotite, with a coarse-grained to porphyritic texture (Ross 1950). The Bitterroot
Dome slopes eastward, and the Bitterroot Valley to the east controls the base level of the
westward-flowing creeks in the east-west-trending valleys of the Bitterroot Range.
Immediately east of the Bitterroot Dome is the Sapphire tectonic block, a 15 km
thick, 100 km long, 70 km wide tectonic block of low-grade late Precambrian Belt
sedimentary rocks twice the size of Rhode Island (Hyndman, 1980). The Sapphire block
is composed of Proterozoic Belt Supergroup rocks (Naylor, 2006) including greenschist
and amphibolite facies as well as granitic plutons scattered throughout, more densely
toward the southern end of the block (Hyndman, 1980). During the later stages of
consolidation of the Idaho batholith about 75-80 Ma, the Sapphire block became
detached from the roof of the Idaho batholith and moved 60 km eastward; the removal of
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this weight caused the isostatic uplift of the Bitterroot Dome. Eastward movement of the
Sapphire block over the Bitterroot dome is evidenced by the mylonitic shear zone that
separate the Sapphire block from the Bitterroot Dome, in addition to trends in foliations,
mineral streaking, and slickenslide lineations that cover the whole of the Bitterroot dome,
not just one flank, and fit characteristics of many other metamorphic core complexes
(such as the Shuswap metamorphic complex in British Columbia [Hyndman, 1968] and
the northeastern Nevada [Misch and Hazzard, 1962; Armstrong and Hansen, 1966])
(Hyndman et al., 1980).
The Sapphire Mountains formed from the Sapphire Block, which “bulldozed” the
Flint Creek Range ahead of it as it went (Hyndman, 1980). The mylonite was exposed by
the Early Miocene time, according to fission-track dating along the lower easternmost
extent of the Bitterroot Front (Foster and Raza, 2002). Some units of the Prichard,
Ravalli, Wallace or Helena Formations, and much of the Missoula group are exposed at
the surface of the Sapphire.
The ranges bordering the Bitterroot Valley are thought to be controlled by the
similar modern tectonic forcings, as the massive granite assemblage underlying them is
free of structural or lithologic variations (Lonn and Berg, 1996; Lewis, 1998). However,
the modern tectonic activity of the region is not well constrained. The study area has been
shown to have negligible ongoing rock uplift rates (Foster et al., 2008), while at the same
time late Quaternary surface ruptures have been revealed along a fault parallel to the
Bitterroot Front by recent ALSM data (Stickney, 2014).
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Climate History
The Bitterroot Mountains experienced multiple periods of glaciation during the
Pleistocene, but evidence is mixed as to how strongly the glaciers affected various parts
of the range. Alden (1953) found evidence for three major glaciations in the Bitterroot
Mountains correlating to Early Pleistocene, Illinoian (or Early Wisconsin), and
Wisconsin ages. This was based on glacial deposits at the mouths of several canyons, and
on a Pleistocene chronology Alden had already developed from work in eastern Montana
(Alden, 1932). Weber (1972) built on this work by mapping three drift sequences, which
he refers to as the Judd Drift (pre-Wisconsin), Charlos Drift (early Wisconsin), and Lost
Horse Drift (late Wisconsin). These approximate ages are based on granite-weathering
ratios, topographic position, soil development, and correlations with Glacial Lake
Missoula lake stands. The Judd glaciation seems to have been the most extensive, as Judd
Drift is present beyond drift of other sequences, and because Judd Drift mapped between
Lost Horse and Rock Creeks indicates that the glaciers from these two creeks merged
beyond the canyon mouths. Weber (1972) mapped six end moraines composed of Lost
Horse Drift outside the mouth of Roaring Lion Canyon, suggesting there were at least six
glacial advances within the most recent of the three main glaciations. He also noted that
evidence of glaciation increases to the south because four canyons (Carlton, One Horse,
Bass, and Kootenai Creeks) toward the north lacked the signature U-shape of glaciation
and terminal moraine. However, reconstructions of late Pleistocene weather patterns
suggest that LGM precipitation should have been similar across the Bitterroot Range with
no redistribution of snow with latitude, due to the dominating influence of anticyclonic
easterlies (Kutzbach and Ruddiman, 1993; Hostetler and Clark, 1997). Unlike glaciers in
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nearby mountain ranges in Idaho and Montana, the glaciers in our study area on the east
side of the Bitterroot Mountains escaped the containment of their valleys, growing to
>10km long and leaving moraines on the axial valley floor (Foster et al., 2008).
The Bitterroots receive more modern precipitation than the Sapphires. Weather
systems traveling eastward from the Pacific Ocean deposit most of their moisture on the
western face of the Bitterroots, outside our study area; in fact, the western face receives
nearly three times as much winter precipitation as the eastern side of the range where our
research is focused (Whitlock and Bartlein, 1993). Within our study area, the upper
portions of the Bitterroots receive approximately 180 cm/year annually, ranging to ~100
cm in the lower parts of the mountains. The Bitterroot Valley receives 20-40 cm/year on
average, and the Sapphires tend to receive 30 cm annually on average, with a maximum
of 130 cm y-1 (PRISM, 2014 30-year normals).
Topography and Geomorphology of the Bitterroot and Sapphire Mountains
The Bitterroots and Sapphire Mountains display key differences in morphology
and erosional processes. The Bitterroots have observably steeper slopes and more
exposed rock, whereas the Sapphires display less steep slope gradients and a more
consistent soil mantle. Debris flows have been investigated as the primary mode of
sediment transport in the Sapphires (Hyde et al., 2014; Martinez-Murillo et al., 2016).
Both ranges have experienced wildfires in recent decades. In the Sapphires increasing fire
severity (a measure of disturbance or removal of vegetation by wildfire) has been shown
to reduce the threshold for channel incision, i.e. the location of channel heads where
debris flows start following fire or intense precipitation (Hyde et al., 2014). There was a
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particularly large series of wildfires in 2000 that produced post-fire debris flows (Parrett
et al., 2004; Hoffman and Gabet, 2007; Gabet and Bookter, 2008; Hyde et al., 2014).
The Bitterroots have been selected for geomorphologic studies in the past because
of their classically post-glacial topography. Naylor and Gabet (2007) posit that the eastwest trending valleys and ridges carved by glaciers in the Bitterroots are asymmetric as a
result of stronger insolation on the south-facing slopes and resulting differences in glacial
erosion. They used field mapping and analysis of DEMs and aerial photography to
compare north- and south-facing slopes in the Bitterroot Mountains in order to compare
differing erosional regimes: due to unequal solar insolation, north-facing sides of the
valleys were glaciated, while south-facing slopes were not, allowing the formation of
larger cirque glaciers on north-facing slopes (Beaty, 1962; Evans and Cox, 2005). This is
shown through the asymmetric ridges, as ridge-to-valley distances on north-facing slopes
are ~1.5x that of south-facing slopes. Glaciated slopes are found to be less steep than
non-glaciated slopes (portions of south-facing slopes that are judged to be glaciated are
excluded from this analysis). This is despite equal precipitation rates and no significant
redistribution of snow latitudinally, according to late Pleistocene weather reconstructions
that show that anticyclonic easterlies were dominant in the northwest (Kutzbach and
Ruddiman, 1993; Hostetler and Clark, 1997). The differences are also not due to
lithology, as most of the range is underlain by a massive granite assemblage without
discrete structural features (Lonn and Berg, 1996; Lewis, 1998). Using a spline surface fit
across ridgelines to approximate the volume of material eroded (e.g. Brocklehurst and
Whipple 2006), Naylor and Gabet (2007) found that glaciers have removed almost twice
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as much rock as nonglacial processes. Part of this is through vertical incision but the
dominant impact of glaciers is lateral erosion by headwall retreat. Naylor and Gabet
(2007) concluded that glacial processes operating on north-facing slopes are more
efficient at headward erosion than the nonglacial processes operating on south-facing
slopes, causing ridgelines to be pushed southward. This is in accordance with the findings
of Brocklehurst and Whipple (2002, 2006) that glacial erosion exceeds fluvial erosion,
principally through horizontal headwall incision, based on analysis of fluvial and glacial
longitudinal profiles.

Approach and Methods
To address the question of how morphology and climate may control soil
formation, weathering, and erosion, our study combines topographic analysis, laboratorybased measurements of soil chemistry, and field-based analysis of soil cover and
thickness to determine how soil formation varies across the study region. We explore the
morphology of the previously glaciated Bitterroot Mountains and the unglaciated
Sapphire Mountains by analyzing topography across eleven study catchments (figure
2.2). We quantify this glacial legacy using a variety of established topographic metrics,
and compare topographic and morphologic variables using two-sample t-tests assuming
unequal variances. We select two representative detailed-study catchments, Rye Creek
(Sapphire Mountains) and Lost Horse Creek (Bitterroot Mountains) for further analysis.
These catchments are underlain by the same unit of granodiorite bedrock and have
similar elevation ranges, thus helping to isolate the role of catchment morphology on soil
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formation. We measure soil distribution and chemical weathering extent across these two
catchments by quantifying soil cover and thickness, and through geochemical analyses of
soil and rock samples. In order to compare variation in topography and climate, for the
purposes of this study we hold lithology constant between our two detail-study
catchments and include lithologic heterogeneity in our broader analysis of the Sapphires
(figure 2.3).
In our conceptualization, regolith is composed of both soil and saprolite following
Dixon et al. (2009b). Here, soil is defined as the surface mantle of mobile material, while
saprolite is the underlying weathered material still in place (physically immobile).
Chemical weathering (i.e. chemical mass loss by primary mineral dissolution) and
physical erosion together constitute total denudation. In the conceptual framework we
adopt, chemical alteration and dissolution of bedrock at depth (possibly millimeters or
tens of meters below the surface) produce saprolite, which retains its relict rock structure
even as weatherable constituents are removed. Saprolite is then incorporated into the
mobile soil column by mechanisms such as tree throw, bioturbation, and frost cracking,
which physically disrupt underlying material, as well as further enhancing chemical
weathering. In this way, a single mineral grain that starts out as part of the underlying
parent rock is exhumed through the regolith column, and evolves through chemical
processes within saprolite at depth, and then by chemical and physical processes in the
soil profile as it is exhumed to the surface.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.3. Lithologic (a) and geologic (b) maps of study site. Rye Creek (red bold
outline in (a)) is almost entirely underlain by the same lithology as the Bitterroots, while
other Sapphire catchments (red thin lines) show much more lithologic heterogeneity. a)
from Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology 1:100k Seamless Geodatabase. b) from
Foster and Raza (2002).
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Topographic Analysis
We employ several metrics to explore the characteristic topography of fluvial and
glacial landscapes. Our analysis relies on the USGS National Elevation Dataset 1/3 arcsecond (approx. 10m) digital elevation models (DEMs). Five catchments are chosen to
represent the Bitterroots and six to represent the Sapphires (figure 2.2). Terrain attributes,
stream networks, and catchment extents were extracted using Spatial Analyst tools in
ArcGIS. Contributing area was generated using the D-infinity algorithm from the
TauDEM toolset (Tarboton, 1997). Detailed catchment data was additionally processed in
Matlab to derive topographic statistics.
Hypsometry, or the frequency distribution of elevations in a given area, can be
used to identify glacial versus fluvial forces acting on a landscape and to assess the
evolutionary stage of a fluvial landscape (Strahler, 1952; Schumm, 1956). The
hypsometric maximum, or a local maximum in the frequency distribution of elevation,
represents the concentration of surface elevations within a narrow altitude interval due to
some dynamic process, which may reflect tectonic, erosional, or depositional drivers
(Egholm et al., 2009). We compare the hypsometry of individual catchments in the
Bitterroots and Sapphires, and test correlations between the hypsometric peaks of five
Bitterroot catchments to the estimated Bitterroot LGM snowline to identify the signature
of the glacial buzzsaw. We measure hypsometry at the catchment scale rather than entire
mountain ranges because regional-scale studies lose sight of local details that may be
crucially important, such as hanging valleys (Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2004).
In addition to the frequency distribution of elevation, we examine the frequency
distribution of slope in each of the 11 study catchments and regress the distribution of
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slope with elevation in each catchment. Higher average slopes and the occurrence of high
slopes at lower elevations have been interpreted as reflecting the glacial topographic
signature (e.g., Dixon et al., 2016a). The 10 m resolution elevation datasets of each
catchment were processed using the “histFreq” function in MATLAB software to create
elevation and slope distribution frequency plots. We then explore the distribution of local
slopes with catchment elevation by segmenting each catchment into 50 m contour
elevation bins, remove values where slope equals zero, and quantifying mean and
standard deviation values for slope angles within each elevation bin (following Dixon et
al., 2016a).
A second tool related to hypsometry is the hypsometric integral (HI). This
quantity distills the elevation frequency distribution into a single number relating the
percentage of total relief to the cumulative percent of area, such that
HI =

(𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 −𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )
(𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 −𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )

,

(Equation 1)

following Brocklehurst and Whipple (2004), where H is elevation. HI is used to describe
the evolutionary stage of landforms (Strahler, 1952; Schumm, 1956), and has been found
to be inversely correlated with total relief, drainage density, and channel gradients
(Strahler, 1952). We calculate the HI of our study catchments by converting the 10 m
resolution elevation rasters of all 11 catchments to points, imported them into MATLAB
as arrays, and used MATLAB min, max, and mean functions on each array to follow the
formula in equation 1. We additionally determine HI values at a landscape scale for the
Sapphires and Bitterroots, by combining the elevation arrays of each catchment into one
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Bitterroot array and one Sapphire array and calculating the min, max, and mean
elevations of the combined data.
Field Methods and Sampling
All field work was conducted in the summer and fall of 2015 and 2016 and
included soil sampling for chemical weathering analysis, field measurement of soil
thickness, extent, and rocky cover, as well as the digging of approximately 6 soil pits for
a complimentary characterization of soil attributes such as color, rockiness, and horizon
depth. Because our definitions of regolith and soil are not grain size dependent, we follow
Dixon et al. (2009a) by sampling bulk soils for elemental analyses, and do not sieve out
coarse fractions >2mm. We deliberately include the coarse fraction in order to get an
accurate snapshot of the weathered regolith (which includes variable size fractions),
rather than choosing the most highly weathered (fine) material, which would
overestimate the extent of weathering.
We measured the persistence and thickness of soil cover using field data across
two catchments: Lost Horse Creek in the Bitterroot Mountains and Rye Creek in the
Sapphire Mountains. Soil thickness was measured by hand auger to the depth of refusal at
387 points across these two catchments. A calibration of soil thickness measurement by
augering 4 points within 1 m of each other show 64 ± 6.8 cm and 43.3 ± 8.4 cm in Rye,
and 10.3 ± 3.9 cm and 31.25 ± 5.2 cm in Lost Horse Creek. Coefficients of variation are
15% and 27% in Rye and Lost Horse respectively, based on standard deviations of soil
thickness. Because surface regolith cover included many coarse rock fragments, we
estimated the spatial extent of soil cover at each sampling location by establishing a
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3x3m grid at each observation site. Excluding exposed bedrock and rock fragments >5cm
in length, we estimate the effective % soil cover within each of 9 squares of the grid
(each 1 m2; figure 2.4), and average them to get a single number for each sample
location. We assume that the amount of rock exposed at the surface is reflective of rock
fragments distributed throughout the soil column, or in other words that surface exposure
reflects variability at depth. We make this assumption in order to better estimate the true
amount of weathering that occurs as material is exhumed.
The 3x3m grid was also used to collect paired soil and rock samples across the
two study catchments. Our rock samples are collected from the surface, assuming that
their chemical composition is reflective of the underlying parent material from which
surface soils were formed. We sampled the top 10 cm of soil from a point at the center of
each 1x1m square within the grid (9 points), and approximately 5-10 rock samples were
collected from the surface within 10 m of the grid to represent an average parent material
from which its paired soil was formed. By including fragments from a variety of boulders
rather than just one in a single sample, we hope to minimize the effect that one
anomalous sample might have on our estimate of rock composition. To further prevent
sampling bias, these rock fragments were crushed to <1 cm and powdered before
subsampling for XRF analysis. For a more detailed explanation of sampling protocol,
please see appendix H.
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Figure 2.4. String grid used for estimating soil cover at each sample location. Soil cover
excluding fragments <5 cm was estimated in each of 9 1x1 m squares, then averages and
standard error calculated for each sample site. For example, at this sample site soil cover
was 100%.
Analysis of Land Cover Distribution
Field measurements were restricted to low-elevation, low-slope hillslopes and
valley bottoms, but in the Bitterroot Mountains it is the high-elevation, steep portions of
hillslope and the ridges that separate valleys where soil is unable to persist and bare rock
is exposed. Therefore, our sampling results in an unavoidable bias towards low-gradient
portions of the landscape, despite our interest in landscape-scale patterns of soil
weathering and cover. In order to incorporate these inaccessible domains into our
landscape-scale weathering estimates, we adjust the measurements described above by
remotely sensed estimate of what portion of Lost Horse Creek is soil-mantled versus
rock-dominated. We assume that rock-dominated portions of the landscape are
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undergoing minimal weathering, and multiply the rock-adjusted chemical depletion
fraction (RACDF) of Lost Horse Creek by the percent area that is soil-mantled to produce
a landscape-average RACDF. We make this landscape-scale adjustment only in
postglacial Lost Horse Creek, because while Rye Creek does have some rock locally
outcropping, it does not have significant rock-dominated areas (figure 1.2).
Our estimate of percent soil cover is based on the National Land Cover Database
dataset (Homer et al., 2011) created by the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics
(MRLC) Consortium that characterizes land cover at 30 m resolution based primarily on
a decision-tree classification of c. 2011 Landsat satellite data. We first selected NLCD
categories as proxies of soil cover by comparing NLCD rasters by eye with aerial
imagery base maps. The category “evergreen forest” tended to correspond to soil mantled
topography, likely reflecting some soil must be present for a forest to grow. Although
there is a “barren land (rock/sand/clay)” category defined by NLCD, it grossly
underestimates the amount of rock in Lost Horse Creek. Instead, initial assessment
suggested that an amalgamation of four NLCD categories (“perennial ice/snow”, “barren
land (rock/sand/clay)”, “shrub/scrub”, and “grassland/herbaceous”) better characterizes
rock cover.
To validate our use of land cover as a proxy for soil cover, we use the image
analysis platform ImageJ to estimate rock cover based on the brightness of a greyscale
image from Google Earth. We selected a brightness threshold by zooming in on the
transition from soil to rock cover at four randomly selected portions of Lost Horse Creek
of ~1 km by 1 km. We find that a minimum brightness threshold of 101 is best for a
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conservative estimate of rock cover. We note that this estimate is subjective, and could
always benefit from further calibration. We compare the rock and soil estimates from
NLCD and ImageJ and find that while both find a similar amount of the landscape to be
soil-mantled overall (59% by NLCD; 70% by ImageJ), they disagree on the value of 30%
of pixels (figure 2.5). Mostly the disagreement occurs at the transition between hillslope
and ridge, where vegetative cover is patchy, and on avalanche chutes which appear as
bright strips on the hillslope (figure 2.5). ImageJ tends to count avalanche chutes as soil,
while NLCD sometimes identifies them as rock. Additionally, ImageJ identifies parts of
the rocky ridge that are in shadow as soil, raising its estimate of soil cover. (In defining a
brightness threshold for rock cover in ImageJ, we chose a minimum of 101 brightness
intensity, which we judge to be erring on the side of underestimating rock cover. To err
on the side of overestimating rock cover, we suggest a minimum brightness intensity
threshold of 68, in which case Lost Horse Creek would be identified as 27% rock and
73% soil. Under a threshold of 68, more scree slopes would be included in rock cover;
however, the problem of shadows cast by cliffs being counted as soil cover persists. We
experimented with several methods for validating and calibrating estimations of soil and
rock cover using NLCD, including marking individual rocks by hand in Google Earth as
described in Appendix A. Though our validation is not perfect, we hope this contribution
will encourage more experimentation towards characterization of landscape
heterogeneity.
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Figure 2.5. We use two different methods to estimate soil cover in Lost Horse Creek. (a)
Vegetation classifications from The National Land Cover Database provide landcover at
a 30 m resolution. (b) We additionally used Google Earth Imagery at a higher resolution
and separated the image into soil and rock covered regions using a brightness threshold in
ImageJ software (minimum brightness intensity for rock cover = 101). (c) While the two
methods find similar values for total area mantled by soil (59% and 70% respectively),
they disagree on the value of 30% of individual pixels, shown in red. (d) In this zoomedin aerial photo of a Lost Horse Creek hillslope, ridge, and valley, areas where NLCD and
ImageJ estimates of soil v. rock cover agree are shown in blue. Areas where they disagree
have no color. Areas where they tend to disagree are avalanche chutes and the transition
between soil and rock dominance where vegetation is thin and patchy. (e) The same area
is shown in greyscale for ImageJ analysis, with rock cover colored red. The avalanche
chutes are identified in this classification as soil-covered (non-red).

Analysis of Chemical Weathering Extent
Our geochemical analysis aims to quantify chemical weathering across multiple
spatial scales and geomorphic settings. To do so, we target sample sites at a variety of
topographic positions, including hillslopes and valley bottoms at a variety of slope
gradients and aspects. We analyzed the bulk elemental composition of 118 soil and rock
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surface samples using X-ray fluorescence spectrometry, performed by ALS Global in
Reno, NV. Bulk samples were completely pulverized to <75 um. Concentrations of trace
elements such as zirconium were measured by pressed pellet wavelength dispersive XRF.
Major oxides were measured on a fused disk of sample mixed with a lithium borate flux.
Molar concentrations were calculated from oxide percentages and all concentrations were
ash-corrected to corrected for loss on ignition.
We quantify the degree of chemical weathering using calculations based on a
specific refractory element (e.g., Ti). Following Riebe et al. (2001), we calculate a
chemical depletion fraction (CDF), which compares the relative enrichment of an inert
element in soils compared to their parent rock:
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

CDF = 1 - � 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟� .
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(Equation 2)

Here, we use titanium as the index element, assuming no chemical mobility, and Tisoil and
Tirock are titanium weight percent concentrations in soil and unweathered parent material,
respectively. We also calculate losses of major elements (e.g., sodium, magnesium,
potassium, and calcium). The element-specific index of mass loss is calculated as:
𝑖𝑖

τi = �𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

∗𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

�−1 .

(Equation 3)

Here, i refers to the concentration of an element of interest (e.g., sodium). Values of τ >
0 represent fractional mass gain in soil relative to its parent material and τ < 0 represent
fractional mass loss (Muir and Logan, 1982). In this analysis we assume 1) soils are
derived only from underlying bedrock, and that inputs from dust or other external sources
are negligible; 2) boulders on the surface have similar composition to underlying
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bedrock; and 3) rock and soil contain an immobile element (Ti) that is effectively inert to
chemical weathering reactions.
Several samples had anomalous Ti concentrations relative to their local pairs or
regional counterparts. For example, in Rye Creek a handful of rock samples from one
location had Ti values that were far outside the range of the others, and in some cases
higher than their companion soil Ti value (figure 2.6). For these outlier samples, CDF
was calculated using a composite parent material Ti value instead of the outlying value.
This composite value was calculated by averaging Ti values of all Rye rock samples. By
replacing outlying parent material values with a composite value, we assume that
anomalous rock compositions result from local rock composition heterogeneity, while
soils integrate across landscape rock compositions.
We develop a new “rock-adjusted” metric to account for rock fragments that exist
within soil-mantled portions of the landscape. Field observations from soil pits suggest
that rock fragments are mixed into the soil column as well as at the surface. In order to
account for rock fragments within soil-mantled portions of the landscape, we estimate the
percent soil cover at a sample site and use it to adjust our CDF and tau values, assuming
that rock distribution at the surface is reflective of variability at depth. We multiply the
mass transfer coefficient of a specific element or CDF by the percent soil cover estimated
at the sample site using the string grid and term this the rock-adjusted mass transfer
coefficient (RAτ) or rock-adjusted CDF (RACDF) value. This rock-adjusted
measurement helps to quantify the weathering variability in heterogeneous and
mountainous terrain by accounting for material that may travel up the soil column to the
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of titanium and zirconium for use as immobile element in
geochemistry analysis .a)Ti and Zr concentrations of soil and rock samples: red =
Sapphires; blue = Bitterroots; open symbols = rock samples; closed symbols = soil
samples. Both zirconium and titanium were considered to serve as the immobile element
in calculations of CDF and mass transfer coefficients. Both are present at higher
concentrations in the soil than in the parent material, indicating that they are indeed
remaining immobile as other elements are weathered away. However, titanium was
selected because it better reflects a weathering curve rather than variations in bedrock. b)
Comparison of CDF calculated with Zr and Ti. Again, red = Sapphires; blue =
Bitterroots. In the Sapphires, samples whose rock samples lie outside the norm are
replaced with a composite rock value averaged from all the non-outlier rock samples.
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surface without getting broken down into fine soil; however, it still only applies to largely
regolith-mantled portions of these systems.

Results
Topographic Variability Across Study Catchments
The Bitterroots and Sapphires exhibit several quantitative differences in
morphology. Elevation distributions (i.e., hypsometry) show that the five Bitterroot
catchments have similar elevation ranges, between 1,200-2,800 m, and have high mean
and modal elevations (figure 2.7). Elevation distribution of Lost Horse Creek peaks at
approximately 2,200 m, and in all the Bitterroot catchments we analyzed the hypsometric
maximum is at roughly 2,200-2,300 m. Sapphire catchments exhibit greater variability in
hypsometry (figure 2.7). For example, Skalkaho basin displays higher mean elevations
than surrounding catchments, with similar hypsometries to those of the Bitterroot
catchments, and a hypsometric maximum of ~2,000 m. Gird, Willow, and Burnt Fork
hypsometries display greater variability in elevations, with less prominent modal
elevations.
Slope gradients of the previously glaciated Bitterroot catchments tend to be
steeper compared to the Sapphires (27.5° ±0.01 and 20.9° ±0.01 respectively; mean ±
standard error based on analysis of ~5.4 and 11.6 million pixels across catchments in the
respective ranges). Our detail-study catchment of Lost Horse Creek displays the highest
proportion of low slopes (<25°) of the 5 Bitterroot catchments we analyzed (figure 2.7,
table 2.1). Slope gradients of the unglaciated Sapphire catchments are generally normally
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Figure 2.7. Elevation (top) and slope (bottom) distributions of eleven catchments in
the Bitterroots (blue) and Sapphires (red). The shaded blue and red curves represent
Lost Horse Creek and Rye Creek respectively. The elevation distributions
(hypsometries) of Bitterroot catchments are generally similar, and have high modal
elevations ~2300 m. Sapphire catchments exhibit greater variation in elevation
distribution, with no clear general trend. Slope distributions (bottom panel) generally
show similarities between catchments of each range, and Bitterroot catchments tend to
have steeper slopes than those of the Sapphires.

distributed about mean slopes of ~20° (figure 2.7 and 2.8, table 2.1). Unlike frequency
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distributions, hypsometric integral (HI) values are similar for all 11 catchments, making
no clear distinction between Bitterroots and Sapphires (figure 2.9, table 2.2).

Figure 2.8. Average slope and elevation for 5 Bitterroot (blue circles) and 6 Sapphire
catchments (red triangles). Bitteroot catchments tend to cluster in slope-elevation space,
having have roughly similar basin average slope and elevation values. Sapphire
catchments have similar mean slopes but span a wide range of mean elevations. The
Bitterroot catchments are higher elevation than the Sapphire catchments (2033 ± 0.13, n
= 5.4 Million pixels and 1900 ± 0.08, n = 11.6 Million pixels respectively).

Figure 2.9. Hypsometric integral and catchment area of 11 study catchments shows no
clear distinction between the Bitterroots (blue circles) and Sapphires (red triangles).
Although previous studies have identified the hypsometric integral as a possible measure
of the extent of glaciation on a landscape (Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2004), similar HI
values in both ranges suggest that HI is not a good indicator of glacial modification at our
study site. This is in keeping with results from the Alps that showed that very different
valley geometries can result in similar HI values (Sternai et al., 2011).
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Table 2.1. Mean elevations and slopes with standard error of study catchments in the
Bitterroots and Sapphires. Catchments in the Bitterroots tend to have higher mean slopes
and mean elevations than those in the Sapphires.

Table 2.2. Hypsometric integrals of 11 study catchments show similar values between
Bitterroots and Sapphires, and values vary similarly from north to south in both mountain
ranges.
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We also find noticeable differences in how slopes are distributed with elevation
across our study catchments (figure 2.10). In previously glaciated catchments there is a
distinctive relationship between slope and elevation, whereas patterns in nonglaciated
catchments are more variable. The Bitterroot catchments all generally show a similar,
with increasing slopes at high elevations, and mean slopes greater than an inferred
threshold of 35° in the uppermost portion of the basin. This pattern is the least evident in
Bear Creek where high elevation portions of the catchment have lower mean gradients.
The glacially sculpted catchments also show steep slopes at an elevation range
below the mean, ~1,400–2,000 m. The two largest Sapphire catchments, Skalkaho and
Sleeping Child, increase in slope gradient at higher elevations similar to the Bitterroot
catchments. The other four (Burnt Fork, Willow, Gird, and Rye) display a humped shape,
slopes first increasing in steepness and then decreasing. (Skalkaho is much larger than the
other Sapphire catchments; Sleeping Child is second-largest, with Burnt Fork Creek a
close third.)

Figure 2.10. (next page) Basin slopes binned by elevation. Bitterroot and Sapphire
catchments are shown in the left and right columns, respectively. Elevation is binned at
50 m contours, and catchment slopes are averaged within each bin, excluding values
where slope equals zero. Error bars show standard deviation. The dotted horizontal line at
35° (90%) slope represents the estimated threshold slope based on aerial photos (see
Appendix A); however, NLCD data suggests a transition occurs at 25° (~46%). The
LGM ELA in the Bitterroots is estimated at ~2,400 m (Foster, 2008). Lost Horse Creek
slope-elevation conforms better than the other Bitterroot catchments to the idealized
glaciated slope-elevation curve (figure 2.1). Skalkaho and Sleeping Child also display
similar characteristics to the idealized glaciated slope-elevation curve. Sapphire
catchments may show some rough similarity to the idealized curve of a fluvial system in
disequilibrium (figure 2.1).
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Soil Cover and Thickness
Auger measurements indicate that soils are significantly different in our study
catchments, with on average 80% thicker soils in Rye Creek than Lost Horse Creek (33.6
cm ± 1.3, n =200 and 17.8 cm ± 1.5, n = 186, respectively, p<0.01). Combining average
soil thicknesses and soil cover estimates, we calculate that the soil volume in Rye is more
than double that of Lost Horse (figure 2.11; 27.4 ± 3.9 cm*percent area, n=28 and 12.9 ±
2.8 cm*percent area, n = 27 respectively; p<0.01) when focusing on portions of each
landscape estimated to be ‘soil mantled’ (i.e., valley bottoms and lower portions of
hillslopes, but excluding rocky ridges and upper hillslopes).
Chemical Weathering Intensity
Chemical depletion fractions calculated from titanium concentrations in soils and
bedrock vary between 0.17-0.84 in Lost Horse Creek (table 2.3), indicating that chemical
weathering accounts for 17-84% of total denudation in these soils. In Rye Creek, CDFs
range from 0.47 -0.94, indicating that chemical weathering accounts for 47 to 94% of
total denudation. Importantly, these CDFs are likely too high to be taken as absolute
measurements of weathering, as it is extremely unlikely that 94% of a granitic rock’s
mass could be removed by chemical dissolution. Though these measurements are likely
complicated by variable rock chemistry, they provide useful comparison between our
study catchments. CDF values suggest that soils are on average 27% more highly
weathered in Rye Creek than in Lost Horse Creek (0.70 ± 0.01, n = 28 and 0.55 ± 0.04, n
= 27, respectively; p<0.01). Mass transfer coefficients (τ) of major elements (Si, Na, and
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Figure 2.11. Soil thickness, soil volume, CDF, RACDF, τ, and RA τ of Si, Na, and K
in Lost Horse Creek (blue) and Rye Creek (red). Values are represented as histogram,
with the number of samples on the y axis. Nonglaciated Rye Creek tends to have
thicker soils and higher degrees of chemical depletion as shown by higher CDF values
and more strongly negative tau values.
K) also tend to be higher in Rye than Lost Horse (table 2.3). Differences between the two
catchments of τSi and τK are both significant at the p<0.01 level, while τNa is only
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significant at the p<0.05 level. τNa ranges from -0.26 to -0.89 in Lost Horse Creek and
from -0.38 to -0.95 in Rye Creek. On average, Na losses are high in both systems (~63%
in Lost Horse, ~75% in Rye), indicating strong weathering of plagioclase. The similarly
large K losses (~60% in Lost Horse, ~80% in Rye) suggest intense potassium feldspar
dissolution with some formation of illite clays, leading to potassium retention in soils.
Rock-adjusted CDF (RACDF) and rock-adjusted tau (RAτ) values reveal further
pronounced differences in soil formation between Rye and Lost Horse catchments.
RACDF is 60% higher in Rye Creek than in Lost Horse Creek (0.61 ± 0.05, n=28 and
0.38 ± 0.05, n = 27, respectively; p<0.01), whereas CDFs are on average 27% higher in
Rye than Lost Horse. RAτ of Si, Na, and K is more negative in Rye Creek than Lost
Horse Creek but adjusting for rock cover does not change the statistical results that
conclude that RAτSi and RAτK are significantly different at the p<0.01 level while
RAτNa is significant only at the p<0.05 level.
Despite these correlations between slope and elevation and NLCD land cover
classes, field observations of soil abundance and weathered extent show no correlation
with topographic metrics. CDF, RACDF, soil thickness, and soil volume show no
correlation with either elevation slope, or profile or plan curvature in Lost Horse Creek or
Rye Creek (in Lost Horse, the highest R-squared value for any of these correlations is
0.1; in Rye, the highest is 0.19).
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Table 2.3. CDF, RACDF, tau, RAτ of Si, Al, Na, and K, soil thickness, and effective soil
thickness in Lost Horse Creek and Rye Creek.

Table 2.4. Statistical tests for significance between soil thickness and volume, and CDF
and RACDF, compared to topographic metrics in Lost Horse and Rye Creeks show no
correlation between measured soil characteristics and topography.
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Discussion
Assessing the Glacial Imprint on the Landscape
Our terrain analysis of 11 catchments in the Bitterroots and Sapphires used
previously established metrics for distinguishing the effect of glaciation, and showed
clear topographic differences across the two ranges, but presented some surprises.
Hypsometric maxima correspond with the glacial ELA or snowline in many landscapes
worldwide (Egholm et al., 2009). Previously-glaciated Bitterroot catchments exhibit
hypsometric maxima at ~2,200-2,300 (figures 2.7 and 2.9). These elevations are similar
to but slightly lower than prior estimates of equilibrium line altitudes (ELAs) during the
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) of ~2,400 m according to two estimation methods by
Foster et al. (2008). The consistency of elevation maxima near ELA elevations observed
here may be consistent with significant glacial erosion, especially considering the
variability found across the Sapphire Range, where hypsometry is more difficult to
characterize. Our findings are consistent with prior studies that indicate strong glacial
imprint on the Bitterroot system. Naylor and Gabet (2006) observed that Bitterroot
glaciers eroded laterally 2-4 times more efficiently than vertically due to headward
erosion by cirques, and Foster et al. (2008) suggest that topographic development was
efficiently contained by the glacial buzzsaw in the Beaverhead-Bitterroot region.
The variation in hypsometry between unglaciated Sapphire catchments may be
due to widely differing drainage areas (Hurtrez et al., 1999) and lithologies (Lifton and
Chase, 1992). Skalkaho and Sleeping Child Creeks extend into the Pintler Range to the
west, which was glaciated in the past, which may explain why their elevation and slope
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distributions are unlike other Sapphire catchments. Overall, hypsometric maxima are
lower in the Sapphires than in the Bitterroots, consistent with a model whereby they are
ultimately controlled by fluvial erosion and deposition controlled by an ocean base level
(Egholm et al., 2009) while the local base level of the Bitterroots was set by glaciers.
Hypsometric integrals (HI) are similar across both ranges despite their different
glacial histories, which deviates from previous observations that HI varies with glacial
history (Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2004). Generally, higher HI indicates a negatively
skewed distribution where modal values exceed average elevations. Low HI, where
modal elevations are proportionally found lower in the catchment, is thought to be
consistent with fluvial equilibrium, while higher HI values are often coincident with a
higher degree of glacial modification (Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2004). Therefore, we
would expect previously glaciated basins to display higher HI values than non-glaciated
basins. However, understanding what HI signifies is complex, as climate, tectonics, and
surface processes all play a role. HI values have been interpreted to show landscape
maturity (Strahler, 1952, 1964); however, other factors such as catchment geometry
(aspect ratio) and catchment size also play a role (Willgoose and Hancock, 1998).
Plotting HI versus catchment area (figure 2.9), we note catchment size can likely not help
clarify HI similarities (Willgoose and Hancock, 1998). Interestingly, measured HI values
tend to be highest in the northernmost analyzed catchments of the two ranges (table 2.2).
This observed decrease in HI southward is interesting considering inferred glacial history.
Weber (1972) suggested that glaciation was strongest in the southernmost tributaries of
the Bitterroots, and this southward strength of glaciation would be inconsistent with
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decreasing HI. However, late Pleistocene weather reconstructions for the area that
indicate that precipitation was uniform with latitude across the Bitterroots (Kutzbach and
Ruddiman, 1993; Hostetler and Clark, 1997), contradicting Weber’s (1972) assumption.
Regardless, the similar nature of HI values between the Bitterroots and Sapphires
suggests that HI is a poor indicator of glacial history across these two ranges. Instead, NS differences may reflect a larger tectonic signal.
Despite lack of clarity provided by hypsometric analysis, slope analysis shows
clear differences between the previously glaciated Bitterroots and nonglacial Sapphires
(figures 2.7-2.8). All catchments in the Bitterroot range display significantly higher mean
and modal slopes than those of the Sapphires (figure 2.7b). Slope-elevation distributions
of the eleven catchments are partially consistent with idealized slope-elevation curves
established by Robl et al. (2015)(figure 2.1). The majority of Bitterroot catchments are
similar to the idealized glaciated landscape curves (figure 2.1 and 2.10). In these systems,
slope gradients appear to increase markedly in uppermost portions of the catchment,
consistent with near vertical cliffs and nunataks. Hillslopes in these isolated highelevation regions exceed inferred slope thresholds. In the Sapphires, two catchments
(Skalkaho and Sleeping Child) display patterns consistent with that of a glaciated
landscape. This surprising inconsistent with other portions of the Sapphires can be
explained by these catchments’ extension into the Pintler Range to the west, which was
glaciated in the past. Of specific interest is the fact that the slope-elevation curve of our
study catchment, Rye Creek, is not consistent with that of a glacial landscape; instead its
humped form reflects the idealized curve of a fluvial landscape in disequilibrium. The
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same may be said of Burnt Fork, Willow, and Gird Creeks. This finding may question the
suggestion of Foster et al. (2008), that this region has not experienced recent tectonic
forcings, especially considering evidence of recent fault movement at the Bitterroot front
(Stickney, 2014).
Interpretation of Soil Cover Distribution and Geochemistry
Our data consistently show that soils in the unglaciated Rye Creek are more
highly weathered than post-glacial Lost Horse Creek, despite the former’s drier climate.
Our data higher degrees of surface weathering in the nonglacial system compared to
previously glaciated hillslopes. This finding is based on CDF and τ-values of major
elements derived from weatherable minerals (Si, Na, and K). CDF and tau results alone
do not sufficiently reflect weathering in Rye Creek and Lost Horse Creek, because they
underestimate the differences in surface weathering (high CDFs notwithstanding). CDF
and tau values are based on samples and measurements taken from soil-mantled portions
of each catchment, and include locations with significant rock and rock fragment cover.
Adjusting for rock fragment cover at sample sites, RACDF values based on a percent of
soil cover at sample sites indicate that at sample sites, ~ 38% and 61% of rock mass is
lost by chemical weathering in Rye and Lost Horse systems respectively.
Additional sampling biases in these measurements must be considered. In Lost
Horse Creek, sampling was restricted by accessibility to the valley bottom and lowgradient, low-elevation hillslopes. Steeper, higher elevation portions of the landscape
were excluded. Because sampling was focused on primarily soil-mantled parts of the
landscape, the heterogeneity of surface weathering was not fully represented, even once
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adjusted locally for rock fragments. This caveat is especially important considering our
study objective is to quantify the soil weathering regime of steep rock-dominated
landscapes.
We derive landscape averaged surface weathering intensity can derived by
multiplying the percent of the landscape that is soil-mantled by the catchment-averaged
RACDF. This approximation increases differences between our study catchments, and
yields a landscape-wide weathering intensity of ~ 22% in Lost Horse, compared to 61%
in Rye. This derivation assumes areas of exposed bedrock have weathering rates close to
zero, an assumption supported by the soil production function widely accepted by
geomorphologists, but still not entirely accurate considering even bedrock dominated
portions of the landscape may chemically weather over time. It also requires accurate
quantification of soil mantled and bedrock dominated portions of the landscape, which
we base on NLCD categories. Even with significant error, this approximation likely more
accurately reflects weathering differences between the two catchments than is captured
by geochemistry results alone.
Based on these data and primarily the fact that a high portion of Na and K remain
in Lost Horse Creek soils, indicating that highly weatherable plagioclase persists, we
infer that chemical weathering across the previously glaciated landscape is largely
kinetically-limited. In a supply-limited system, the degree of weathering should be
expected to be consistently high across the landscape, with significant depletion in major
cations such as Na and K, having already been weathered away. The consistently high
degree of weathering in nonglaciated Rye Creek fits this conceptual scenario, suggesting
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that weathering may be supply-limited in Rye Creek at the catchment scale. The opposite
is true in Lost Horse Creek, where weathering extent varies across the landscape and in
some samples a high portion of Na and K remain in soil. Na and K are able to make their
way through the soil column to the surface without being weathered away, suggesting
soil residence time is short and erosion rates fast. We interpolate that weathering in Lost
Horse Creek is kinetically limited. However, we find surprisingly little topographic
indicators that predict weathering intensity at a local scale.
Unlike previous studies we find little correlation between soil thickness,
weathering intensity, and topographic metrics. Previous work suggested curvature both
reflects and is a driver of soil thickness (e.g., Dietrich et al. 1995). In this
conceptualization, convergent regions collect colluvium and soil production is
essentially stopped under a depth of 1m, while in divergent ridges, production rate and
sediment transport compete and soil thickness may find a balance over time (possibly
over 15kyr but less than 30 kyr timescales). At the spatial resolution we analyze,
curvature does not appear to exert significant control on measured soil thickness in Lost
Horse Creek and Rye Creek. This is to be expected in Lost Horse Creek, as the hillslope
theory supported by Dietrich et al. (1995) was not meant to describe rock-dominated
landscapes. Rye Creek, with its persistent and even soil mantle and its nonglaciated
slopes, seems to fit the style of landscape where curvature and soil thickness are expected
to be correlated. However, regressing curvature and auger measurements results in no
clear link. We may also expect weathering intensities to inversely correlate with high
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slope gradients, similar to findings of Dixon et al. (2012), but again, we find no clear link
between weathering and slope on hillslopes of the Bitterroots or Sapphires.
There are several possible explanations for the lack of correlation between
topographic indicators and soil thickness or weathering extent, some of which could be
related to our data or methods and some of which could be real-world mechanisms. The
discrepancy may in part result due to the poor quality of the DEM available for western
Montana, which contains artefacts that complicate calculations of elevation derivatives
including slope and curvature. These errors are visible in the profile curvature raster,
appearing as along-contour stripes. It is also possible that a DEM with the spatial
resolution of 10 m would miss many of the outcrop-scale variations in the landscape,
artefacts notwithstanding. Geomorphologists have recognized the transformative
improvement that comes with high resolution topographic data (e.g. Roering, 2008;
Hilley and Arrowsmith, 2008; DiBiase et al., 2012).
If the lack of correlation between curvature and soil thickness is not a result of
DEM artifacts but is in fact true in the landscape, we might infer a number of
mechanisms that result in this decoupling of topography and weathering. The lack of
correlation may result from temporal variability if Rye Creek soils are not in steady state,
and are instead adjusting to disturbance. The region has been subject to logging over the
last century and as recently as the 1960s, involving high road densities (McFarlane et al.,
2005) and soil disturbance by machinery that is still visible as terraces carved into some
hillslopes, suggesting that erosion rates in Rye Creek have been much higher in the last
century than the millennial-scale rate, as is the case in other areas of high land use (e.g.
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Hewawasam et al., 2003; Gellis et al., 2004). The area has also experienced forest fires
including an especially large one in 2000 that affected Rye Creek and much of the
surrounding region (over 360,000 forested acreage burned) (Halvorson, 2002).
The Influence of Modern Climate on Soil Evolution
Could higher precipitation rates and cooler temperatures in the Bitterroot
Mountains contribute to the trends we see? Modern precipitation gradients can influence
the discharge of sediment out of a basin (Biemans, 2009), the magnitude of river incision
(Ferrier et al., 2013), and the landslide threshold (Gabet et al., 2004; Chleborad, 2003).
Whether climate influences chemical weathering rates depends on the setting, because
climate and erosion interact nonlinearly and both influence chemical weathering rate
(White, 1995; Rasmussen et al., 2011). Very low erosion rates can limit weathering as
regolith thickness increases above the optimal thickness for soil production and no steady
state is maintained, and in wet conditions chemical weathering may be fast enough to
keep pace with erosion rates even if erosion is not particularly low; thus, both these
conditions can cause an erosional limitation on chemical weathering (Rasmussen et al.,
2011). Conversely, in some settings, dry conditions can cause kinetic limitation, as
insufficient water is present to remove weathering products (Arkley, 1963; Harden, 1990;
Amundson, 2005) and water that is present may have short residence times before
evapotranspiration removes water and leaves concentrated solutes (Maher, 2010).
Though we predict weathering may be enhanced by moisture availability across
our system, we find no correlation between CDF and either topographic wetness index
(TWI) or precipitation rates in either catchment, suggesting that modern climate plays a
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minor role in influencing weathering. Soil distribution (i.e., thickness and volume) and
weathering also show no correlation with hillslope aspect, further suggesting that
moisture availability is not limiting weathering. The comparison of weathering indicators
with precipitation may be obscured by the poor resolution of our climate data (800 m).
Furthermore, in our study area, temperature and precipitation rate increase in opposite
directions, which makes it difficult to disentangle the effect of modern climate on soil
evolution.
Still, the finding that temperature and precipitation rate exert such little influence
on chemical weathering agrees with previous studies that have found that erosion rates
correlate more strongly with weathering rates than climate variables (West et al., 2005;
Dixon and von Blanckenburg, 2012). Despite the fact that Lost Horse Creek has more
precipitation, soils there are less weathered. This leaves open the possibility that
morphology could be exerting a stronger control on soil weathering than modern climate.
Thus, in the Bitterroots the climate control on chemical weathering may be overwhelmed
by rapid mineral supply. We suggest that the climate history matters more to modern soil
weathering than present climate conditions.
Effect of Lithology on Catchment Characteristics
Physical and chemical characteristics of rock types can drive landscape
weathering and morphology and obscure other signals. For example, lithology has been
observed to govern sediment supply to river channels and resultant channel morphology
(Meuller and Pitlick, 2013), weaker rock strengths often correspond with low slope
gradients (e.g., Norton et al., 2011) and low normalized stream steepness indices (Sternai
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et al., 2012), other controls being absent. Additionally, lithology may influence chemical
weathering rates through the abundance of highly weatherable minerals such as
plagioclase, or through physical differences such as jointing or weak sheared zones
(Norton and von Blanckenburg, 2010). We have designed our study to minimize
variations in lithology and maximize those of morphology that drive differences in soil
distribution and weathering extent in our study area. However, lithologic variation cannot
be discounted. For their part, the Bitterroots are thought to be lithologically
homogeneous, and out sampling region of Rye Creek in the Sapphires is underlain by the
same bedrock unit. Though we minimize the effect of rock characteristics by choosing
study sites with similar bedrock types, we are unable to account for differences in rock
fabric such as facies differences and fracture spacing.
The Sapphires, which present a range of different lithologies, provide a unique
additional opportunity to explore whether lithology may influence topographic metrics.
The Sapphire catchments each contain between 3 to 6 geologic units (although in Rye
and Sleeping Child Creeks two of these units are essentially identical, “Idaho batholith
and associated masses” and “border zone of Idaho batholith and associated masses”,
while the third is “alluvium”, which for our purposes is almost homogeneous). Much of
Sleeping Child and the southern part of Skalkaho Creeks are composed of a unit named
the border zone of the Idaho batholith and associated masses (figure 2.3). The northern
part of Skalkaho Creek and the three northernmost catchments in our study (Gird,
Willow, and Burnt Fork) are composed of Belt series rocks. In Burnt Fork this is mainly
the Ravalli Group, and in Skalkaho, Gird, and Willow the dominant lithology is Newland
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limestone, which has been used synonymously with the Wallace formation by some
authors (Schweitzer, USGS Mineral Resources). When Sapphire catchments are divided
by lithologic unit and mean slope of each unit is calculated, the resulting mean slopes
range from ~10-28° (Table 2.5). These endmembers both occur in Willow Creek. In
Willow Creek, the high variation by lithology may be due to the placement of units
within the catchment. Also the geologic unit with the lowest slope (Belt Series – Ravalli
group) occurs again in Sleeping Child creek where its mean slope is much higher (20°
instead of 9°), which suggests there is nothing inherent to this lithology that causes a low
slope gradient.

Table 2.5. Variation in slope gradient by lithologic unit in the Sapphires. For each of 6
study catchments, the number of lithologic units represented is listed. Mean slope
gradient of each unit was calculated and the standard error and percent standard error
between units of each catchment is listed.
Conclusions
The objective of this study was to measure the effect of a post-glacial morphology
on soil chemical weathering. To do so we measured soil thickness and soil and rock
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geochemistry across one glaciated and one unglaciated catchment in the neighboring
Bitterroot and Sapphire Mountains in western Montana. We also compared the
topography of 9 other catchments in the ranges in order to measure the glacial
morphologic legacy. We select these two landscapes because they present contrasts in
soil cover and morphology, providing insight into how weathering, topography, and soil
cover vary in complex mountainous systems. Based on our analysis, we conclude that
differences in topography between the Bitterroot and Sapphire mountains largely reflect
their differing climate legacies, and that these morphologic differences drive distinct soil
evolution processes in modern day. We find that the morphology formed by climate
history over millennial timescales has a stronger influence on modern soil weathering
than modern precipitation rates. Whereas a catchment with lower precipitation rates
would normally be expected to have thinner and less developed soils, we find the
opposite to be true. Furthermore, unlike previous studies, such as Dixon et al. (2012) who
found that weathering intensity varied with slope gradient, we find no correlation
between weathering intensity (shown by CDF or τ), soil thickness, and topographic
metrics (such as curvature, slope gradient, or elevation). These relationships may be
obscured by poor DEM quality and resolution, or complicated by temporal disturbances
to soil cover in this fire prone and managed forest system.
While we are unable to determine the exact topographic control responsible for
lower chemical weathering in the Bitterroots than the Sapphires, we have shown clear
landscape-scale differences and added new insights into the heterogeneity of weathering
and how to characterize it in complex bedrock-dominated landscapes. The rock-adjusted
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CDF and τ metrics should be helpful for future studies seeking to quantify weathering in
mountain belts.
Future work can expand on these problems by measuring topography at a finer
scale. Prior work suggests high resolution (~1 m) topography is required to understand
controls on local soil processes (e.g., Milodowski et al., 2015 and DiBiase et al., 2012).
For some key parameters, a low-resolution DEM is sufficient; Grieve et al. (2016)
analyzed the effects of grid resolution on topographic expression of geomorphic
processes and found that even 30 m resolution can be enough for some analyses, and 10
m resolution data should provide insight into coarse-scale processes. However, highresolution DEMs may help illuminate specific drivers of soil distribution and weathering
in these glaciated and unglaciated landscapes.
Future research should also quantify millennial-scale erosion rates for catchments
in the Bitterroots and Sapphires. We expect cosmogenic Be-10 analysis would reveal
higher erosion rates in the Bitterroots, providing futher insight into erosional controls on
kinetic vs supply-limited weathering regimes. Such analysis could be coupled with local
soil production rates to understand to what degree topography and long term erosion or
soil production are correlated.
Further work on soil weathering in mountain belts is needed to help resolve
ongoing debates in geomorphology regarding an upper limit on soil production and
weathering (Heimsath et al., 2012; Dixon and von Blanckenburg, 2012; Larsen et al.
2014), and whether weathering in mountain ranges occur quickly enough and on a vast
enough scale to draw down enough CO2 to regulate global climate on millennial scales.
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Thus far, quantifying weathering in mountainous systems has primarily relied on riverine
fluxes, which integrate across large spatial scales, but only reflect the temporal scale
across the time period of sampling. Understanding how mountain belts weather and the
tectonic, glacial, or climatic controls on these processes requires better quantification of
long-term weathering extents and rates and improved characterization of the
heterogeneity of the surface weathering environment.
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CHAPTER 3
SUMMARY
Soil chemical weathering and erosion are tied in complex ways to topography and
climate. In this study we examine two landscapes that are near to each other in space but
which have experienced very different climatic forcings. Sculpting by glaciers carved
steep-walled, U-shaped valleys in the Bitterroots that cause soil to be eroded downslope
when it has reached a lower degree of weathering than soils in the unglaciated Sapphires,
where soils may have longer residence times. We add to a growing body of literature that
examines the differences between soil-mantled and rock-dominated landscapes. Rockdominated landscapes disobey many of the geomorphic transport laws that soil-mantled
landscapes adhere to, such as a linear relationship between erosion rate and slope
gradient. Our results show differences in soil abundance and extent of soil chemical
weathering in our two study catchments. Soil cover is more extensive and thicker in
unglaciated Rye Creek than glaciated Lost Horse Creek, as shown in the higher average
soil thickness and soil volume in Rye Creek. Despite there being more soil to weather,
Rye Creek soils are also more highly weathered than Lost Horse Creek soils, as shown in
the higher CDF and lower mass transfer coefficient (tau) values. This is despite higher
precipitation rates in the Bitterroots, which indicates that the glacial history of the
Bitterroots exerts stronger influence on chemical weathering than modern climate.
Although glaciers reset the weathering clock in Lost Horse Creek and not in Rye Creek,
we believe that soils have turned over multiple times since the end of glaciation in Rye
Creek and that soils simply being older in Rye Creek is not the cause of the higher degree
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of weathering there. For example, based on measurements in similar systems, Rye Creek
might be estimated to be eroding at an average of 50 mm/ky; on a hillslope with soil
thickness of 25 cm, soil residence time would be ~5000 yr, so that we would be
measuring the third or fourth generation of soil since glaciers left Lost Horse Creek. Our
quantification of these differences and variability in soil extent and chemistry significant
improves on past work that has focused solely on continuously soil mantled hillslopes,
and we develop new metrics for such landscapes including rock-adjusted CDFs. While
we see some landscape-scale differences in weathering, we are unable to identify specific
local landscape drivers that may control variability in soil weathering. Such variability in
soil thickness may reflect either spatial or temporal heterogeneity, and more research is
needed to close in on the drivers that control chemical weathering in such mountainous
landscapes.
We add important new data to the collection of measurements on the relationship
between climate and weathering, and between soil characteristics and local topography.
Our field samples are complemented by remotely sensed land cover data, which help to
provide insight into landscape-scale weathering, including steep ridges out of reach of
field investigation. Our rock-adjusted metric for soil volume and weathering extent helps
to account for the true amount of soil and rock present in soil-mantled areas and we hope
it will be useful in further research in the Bitterroots and Sapphires and in other mountain
belts around the world.
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APPENDIX A

CALIBRATION OF THE ROCK EXPOSURE INDEX
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In order to better understand the transition from a soil-mantled to rock-dominated
system, it would be helpful to have an estimate of the slope at which the transition occurs.
This will be different in each landscape. In order to determine a threshold slope value in
our two systems, we selected three 100m x 100m regions within each of our detailed
sample catchments for aerial mapping of bedrock exposure using Google Earth imagery.
Patches were chosen to span a variety of soil- and rock-dominated surfaces and a variety
of slope gradients and hillslope positions. Following the example of DiBiase et al. (2012),
we selected 3 patches in Rye Creek and 3 patches in Lost Horse Creek of approximately
100 x 100 m and identified exposed rock in Google Earth and compare this to slope
gradient using our 10m DEM in ArcGIS in order to identify a slope threshold for rock
exposure (S*).
In Rye Creek, one patch had no exposed rock. The other two patches had 0.47%
and 0.61% rock. In Lost Horse, the patches were found to have 9.57%, 19.16%, and
14.20% rock exposed on their surface. The rest of the surface is mantled by soil. The
maximum slope in Rye was 31.4 deg in patch 3; the maximum slope in Lost Horse was
38.7 deg in patch 2. We compared the amount of exposed rock with possible S* of 15 deg
(Rye only), 20 deg, 25 deg, 30 deg, and 35 deg.
Our results show that S* = 35 deg has the highest agreement with rock exposure
in Lost Horse, the highest threshold we could test (R2 = 0.77). In Rye, slope gradient
does not show itself to be a useful metric for predicting rock exposure; at S*=15 deg,
R2=0.41, but for all S* above that (20, 25, and 30 deg) R2 stayed the same at 0.44
(p=0.54).
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The analysis is displayed below.

Fig A1. Location of selected patches in a) Lost Horse Creek and b) Rye Creek.
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Fig. A2. Rye Patch 3, for example. Rock exposure is circled.

Table A1. Slope and landcover distributions for three 100 x 100 m2 patches in Lost Horse
and Rye Creeks. The number of points above each slope threshold is determined for each
patch. This is converted to a percent of patch area. % rock mapped is judged from Google
Earth.

Table A2. Correlations between potential S* values and rock exposure
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SAMPLE GIS-DERIVED DATA
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APPENDIX D

ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF FIELD SAMPLES
FROM X-RAY FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY
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CALCULATED CHEMICAL DEPLETION FRACTIONS
AND MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
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APPENDIX F

NOTES ON THE UTILIZATION OF COSMOGENIC NUCLIDES
FOR THE STUDY OF LANDSCAPE EVOLUTION
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Cosmogenic nuclides are an essential tool for modern studies of landscape
evolution (Granger and Riebe, 2014; Dixon and Riebe, 2014). They measure average
erosion rates (total denudation D) over the time required to erode the portion of the
surface that receives cosmic rays, which can be 1-2m of soil, depending on soil density.
They have revolutionized geomorphology since they were first developed in the 1980s,
when accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) was developed and the measurement of
nuclides 3He, 10Be, 26Al, and 36Cl were detected in soil and rock (Pavich et al., 1985;
Kurz, 1986; Nishiizumi et al., 1986; Phillips et al., 1986; Elmore and Phillips, 1987).
Cosmogenic nuclides are produced in the atmosphere and in minerals at Earth’s surface
when cosmic ray particles interact with Earth’s atmosphere. Today they can be used to
measure exposure ages of rocks and the speed at which soil is produced and eroded (von
Blanckenburg and Willenbring, 2014). The underlying principle is that since cosmogenic
nuclides are produced in rock only when they are exposed at earth’s surface, the quantity
of cosmogenic nuclides present in a rock can tell us the time that has passed since
exhumation. Cosmic rays were first detected in the early 1900s, but it was not until much
later that scientists developed methods to quantify amounts of cosmogenic nuclides
present in rocks and only recently that earth scientists applied cosmogenic nuclides to
problems of landscape evolution. The basis for using cosmogenic nuclides in earth
science was laid by Lal and Peters (1967), who first estimated production rates of
cosmogenic nuclides and how those rates are affected by latitude and longitude. Lal
(1991) showed how the mechanics of cosmogenic nuclide production could be applied to
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geomorphology, using the accumulation of cosmogenic nuclides to measure the rate of
change of a landscape.
Dunai and Lifton (2014) describe the mechanics of cosmogenic nuclide
production including the types of cosmic ray particles, the effect of altitude, latitude, and
time on cosmogenic radionuclide (CRN) production rates, and methods for calculating
production rates. Most cosmic rays are produced by supernova explosions, which have
been occurring at an approximately constant rate of once every 50 years for the last 10
my. They are composed of particles; mainly protons (87%) and alpha particles (12%),
accompanied by some heavier nuclei (~1%) (Dunai and Lifton, 2014). These enter
Earth’s atmosphere and interact with atmospheric atoms to produce secondary cosmic
rays, which contain neutrons and muons that produce CRNs in the atmosphere
(atmospheric or metoric CRNs) and in rocks at the surface (in situ). The most important
type of reaction to using CRNs to measure landscape change is spallation, where highenergy nucleons collide with atomic nuclei, knocking some protons and neutrons off and
converting that atom to a new product (Dunai and Lifton, 2014), most importantly
converting 16O to 10Be. In addition to spallation, CRNs can also be produced through
neutron capture and two types of muon reactions. In situ CRN concentrations can be
experimentally established at sites where age is independently determined and with wellconstrained exposure histories, such as moraines or lava flows where no significant
erosion, burial, or prior exposure has occurred. Then scaling factors must be applied in
order to account for spatial variation in cosmic ray flux due to altitude, latitude, variations
in geomagnetic field strength, and changes in solar activity.
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There are two varieties of 10Be: in situ and meteoric. In situ 10Be is produced in
mineral grains, whereas meteoric 10Be is produced in the atmosphere (mostly by
spallation) and attach to reactive surfaces in the regolith. Meteoric 10Be is still being
calibrated as a tool in landscape evolution studies, but in situ 10Be has already been
utilized in a number of crucial areas.
In situ 10Be accumulates as deep as ~50-60cm in rock (Nishiizumi et al., 1993) or
3m in soil. Its half-life is 1.6 My, and it is used for calculating millennial-scale ages
(Nishiizumi et al., 1986). The soil model that is used when applying cosmogenic nuclides
to soils is based on a soil column with bedrock underlying and regolith on top, described
succinctly by Dixon and Riebe (2014). The regolith is composed of saprolite, a
chemically weathered but physically immobile layer of material, with soil on top. The
soil is chemically altered and physically mobile. The erosion rate describes the rate at
which soil is removed from the top of the column and moved downslope, and the soil
production rate describes the rate at which bedrock is weathered into regolith.
Spatial variations in sediment size produced on slopes (Lukens et al., 2016) and
preferential chemical erosion of more soluble minerals, which biases interpretation of
CRNs from quartz in soils and sediment (Small et al., 1999) can complicate CRN
analysis. It is necessary to account for these issues following Riebe et al., 2015 for
sediment size and Riebe et al., 2001a for chemical erosion bias.
Six samples of river sand from catchment outlets in the Bitterroots and Sapphires
have been prepared for cosmogenic nuclide analysis. These are Lost Horse, Bear, Mill,
and Kootenai Creeks in the Bitterroots, and Rye Creek and East Fork Bitterroot River in
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the Sapphires. In the near future we hope that these samples may reveal catchment-wide
millennial-scale erosion rates that will complement the topographic analysis in this study.
Erosion rate will be compared with catchment mean slope and relief, and in Lost Horse
and Rye Creeks total denudation from CRN can be combined with mass balance
geochemistry to quantify the chemical and physical components of denudation.
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Hillslope Dynamics

Many hilly and mountainous portions of Earth’s surface bear a soil mantle. This soil
mantle is produced primarily from underlying bedrock, as well as eolian, fluvial, and
glacial deposition in some settings. The balance between soil production and transport
determines whether soil is present and how thick it is at any given location (e.g. Ahnert,
1967; Dietrich et al., 1995; Heimsath et al., 1997). Recent developments in analytical
techniques, especially the use of cosmogenic nuclides for quantifying soil production
rates as well as remote sensing and geospatial analysis, have enabled the quantitative
testing of the soil production hypothesis proposed by G.K. Gilbert, who developed much
of his thinking while studying Utah’s Henry Mountains for the USGS in the late 1800s
and early 1900s. Gilbert noticed that some amount of soil is necessary to facilitate
weathering of underlying rock but too much soil is detrimental, so that the soil production
rate first increases with increasing soil thickness and decreases after some optimal
thickness (Gilbert, 1877). He also noticed that convex drainage divides are ubiquitous
and that this topographic form may be maintained if soil is moved downslope by creep
and the flux of eroded regolith increases downslope, as each point on a slope transports
all the material originating above itself in addition to the material produced in situ from
underlying rock. In this way, topographic curvature is both the cause and the result of
sediment flux downslope in dynamic equilibrium. These ideas laid the foundation for
more recent concepts concerning dynamic equilibrium (Hack, 1960), geomorphic
transport laws (Culling, 1960; Dietrich et al., 2003), and the soil production function
(Ahnert, 1967; Carson and Kirkby, 1972).
Soil thickness on slopes reflects the balance between production of soil from underlying
bedrock and erosion, or the divergence of soil flux. Soil production occurs through the
physical disruption of underlying bedrock or saprolite, where it begins its journey
through the soil column (figure 2.1). Erosion takes place through a variety of mechanisms
that move particles downslope in a diffusive-like way (Fernandes and Dietrich, 1997;
Roering et al., 1999; Heimsath et al., 2005). Geomorphologists use the term soil to refer
to the mobile portion of the weathering profile. This is different from saprolite, which
still retains the fabric of its parent rock and is immobile. Other disciplines may use soil to
refer to mobile and immobile portions of the weathering profile, and what
geomorphologists call soil others may call the A horizon or the biologically mixed
portion of a soil profile.
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Figure A3. A hillslope cross section displays bedrock conversion to
saprolite, and saprolite conversion to soil (upward arrows).
Saprolite undergoes chemical weathering (W), while soil undergoes
both chemical weathering (W) and physical erosion (E) and mixing.
Soil and saprolite together comprise the regolith. Soil thickness is
termed h.

The change in soil thickness can be calculated as the soil production minus erosion:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 − 𝐸𝐸 ,

(Equation 1)

where dH/dt represents the change in soil thickness over time, Ps is the soil production
rate, and E is soil erosion. When local soil depth is constant over time, dH/dt equals zero
such that Ps and E are balanced. If soil thicknesses are constant in space and time, a
landscape is considered to be in dynamic equilibrium. Numerous studies, beginning with
Heimsath et al. (1997) have measured 10Be concentrations in saprolite or soils to test the
variability of soil production rates. Many have found inverse relationships between soil
thickness and soil production rates (Heimsath et al., 1997; Small et al., 1999; Heimsath et
al., 2000, 2001a,b; Wilkinson, 2005; Wilkinson et al., 2005).
The rate at which soil is produced from underlying rock is often theoretically described
by the soil production function (Heimsath et al., 1997), which defines the rate of bedrock
conversion to soil in relation to the thickness of the overlying soil cover. There are two
common forms of a soil production function (SPF), which describes the production and
erosion of soils. One is the soil thickness-dependent SPF (Heimsath et al., 1997):
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 = 𝑃𝑃0 𝑒𝑒 −𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ,

(Equation 2)
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where P0 is the maximum soil production at a site (L/T), and α is a constant with
dimensions 1/L. The other is a humped SPF, where maximum soil production rate occurs
at some shallow soil thickness, as predicted by Gilbert (1877):
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 = 𝑃𝑃0 𝑒𝑒 (−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) (1 + 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐),

(Equation 3)

where b (L-1) is the scaling factor for the decrease in soil production with depth and c (L1
) determines the thickness at which soil production is maximized for a given value of b.
If c/b > 1, the relationship is humped and 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 reaches a maximum at thickness (c – b) / bc.
The two functions are similar to each other if soil thickness at the peak production value
is small, less than approximately 10 cm, and if in equation 3 c = 0, they will be identical.
However, under the humped production scenario, exposed bedrock will shed particles
much more slowly than when buried by any soil. The humped model (equation 3) leads to
an unstable system at shallow soil thicknesses, with a bimodal landscape of soil and bare
rock (Carson and Kirkby, 1972; Dietrich et al., 1995; D’Odorico, 2000; Norton et al.,
2014). Observational evidence is inconclusive as to which equation may dominate in any
particular setting, and although the humped function has been found (Riggins et al.,
2011), whether the humped SPF exists extensively in nature is debated (Heimsath et al.,
2009). An exponential decline in soil production rate with increasing thickness has been
measured in many landscapes (Heimsath et al., 1999, 2000).
Measurements of the exponential relationship between soil thickness and production rate
suggest a self-sustaining system in which thickening or thinning of soil cause an
adjustment in soil production so that steady state values are maintained (Heimsath et al.,
1997, 2005). A flat soil production rate has also been observed (Wilkinson et al., 2005;
Dixon et al., 2009). There is also a more recently developed soil production formula
based on an Arrhenius formula (Norton et al., 2014):
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒

−𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 1 1
( − )
𝑅𝑅 𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇0

,

(Equation 4)

where SPRmax = maximum soil production (L/t), a0 = a factor to scale precipitation (P)
rate (L/t) to soil production function, Ea = activation energy for silicate weathering (kJ
mol-1), R is the gas constant, T = MAT (K) and T0 is a reference temperature (278 K). In
this model, chemical alteration that frees up particles is the main control on the maximum
soil production rate.
Using new advances in cosmogenic nuclide techniques, Heimsath et al. (1997, 1999,
2000, 2001, 2005, 2006) found soil production rates to vary locally across several distinct
landscapes, suggesting that these studied systems are not in dynamic equilibrium, as was
suggested by Gilbert (1877, 1909) and Hack (1960). Instead, upland landscapes are
evolving locally through time both physically and chemically, likely reflecting the also
varying climatic (e.g., Porder et al., 2007; Dixon et al., 2009a; Ferrier et al., 2012) and
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tectonic (e.g., Riebe et al., 2001b; West et al., 2005; Dixon et al., 2012; Hurst et al., 2012)
forces that influence the evolution of landscapes.
Actively eroding landscapes often exhibit ridge and valley topography with a thin,
sometimes rocky colluvial soil mantle that is produced from in-place bedrock and
transported by mechanical processes including tree throw, animal burrowing, and freezethaw and shrink-swell cycles (Lutz and Griswold, 1939; Lutz, 1960; Hole, 1981;
Mitchell, 1988; Matsuoka, 1990; Schaetzl and Follmer, 1990; Norman et al., 1995; Paton
et al., 1995). Mechanical processes are able to produce soil from bedrock regardless of its
weathered state, but they work faster in tandem with chemical weathering (e.g. Dixon et
al., 2012; Heimsath et al., 2012). When fluvial landscapes are rapidly uplifting, slope
should be expected to increase with elevation until a critical slope threshold is reached,
above which rock strength prohibits slopes from steepening further (Strahler, 1950;
Montgomery, 2001). This critical slope threshold will vary depending on lithology
according to the rock’s resistance to erosion.
Sediment transport has been classically thought to be dependent on slope, and erosion
laws based on theories of Gilbert et al. (1898) assume soil flux (Qs) is linearly dependent
on the local slope (S), such that:
𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 = 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾.

(Equation 5)

However, the sediment transport rate may only be a function of slope in certain settings.
In steep terrain where landsliding becomes the dominant sediment transport mechanism,
Dietrich and Montgomery (1998) argued that linear flux applies only on gentle slopes
near ridge crests. Roering et al., (1999) proposed a different transport law to describe
steep terrain where transport becomes nonlinear as slopes steepen to a critical gradient
(Sc) in the Oregon Coast Range:
𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 =

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

𝑆𝑆
𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐

1−( )2

.

(Equation 6)

This equation can be adapted to other landscapes by including a background erosion rate
(E0) that is specific to each landscape:
𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸0 +

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

𝑆𝑆
𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐

1−( )2

.

(Equation 7)

Equation 7 was first calibrated in a real landscape (Roering et al., 1999) and was later
validated by numerical modeling and laboratory studies (Roering et al., 2001a, b). Taken
together, these studies present a strong case that on slopes above some critical steepness,
sediment transport is strongly nonlinear, and that hillslope relief and slope are not valid
indicators of erosion rate. Additionally, the timescale of morphologic adjustment to
changing boundary conditions will be faster under nonlinear transport than for linear
transport.
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Insights into chemical weathering and its ties to vegetation, climate, lithology, and
topography hinge on measuring the elemental composition of soil and its parent rock to
calculate mass gain or loss. The method of calculating mass loss in a soil using the
enrichment of insoluble elements in soil compared to its parent rock originated with
Merrill (1897) and was later developed further (Brimhall et al., 1985, 1988, 1991, 1992;
Brimhall and Dietrich, 1987; Chadwick et al., 1990). Paired measurement of immobile
elements in parent material and soil are similarly used to calculate a chemical depletion
fraction (CDF; Riebe et al., 2003). This quantity represents the fraction of total
denudation removed by chemical dissolution rather than physical erosion at a given
location (Riebe et al., 2003). It is defined as:
𝐶𝐶

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,𝑝𝑝 = 𝑊𝑊/𝐷𝐷,
𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠

(Equation 8)

where Ci,p and Ci,s = immobile element concentration in parent material and soil,
respectively (for example, titanium); W = chemical weathering flux; D = total denudation
flux. Mass loss for individual elements is often calculated as a mass transfer coefficient,
or tau (τ), which represents the fractional loss or gain of a mobile element or all mobile
elements from a soil (Brimhall et al., 1992).
While similar to each other and derived from the same equation, CDF and tau each have
their strengths. CDF is best used as a single value to quantify depletion of bulk soil, while
tau is best for quantifying more detailed variations in depletion with depth (Brantley and
Lebedeva, 2011). Tau is useful for calculating element- or mineral-specific chemical
erosion rates (White, 2002; Ferrier et al., 2010), measuring the importance of saprolite
weathering (White et al., 1998; Dixon et al., 2009), and quantifying the airborne dust
contribution to soil (Ferrier et al., 2011). These tools are not perfect. They assume
complete immobility of the index element, but even high field strength elements such as
Zr, Ti, and Nb have some degree of mobility (Sudom and St. Arnaud, 1971; Colin et al.,
1993; Cornu et al., 1999; Kurtz et al., 2000; Taboada et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2010).
The above tools lay the groundwork for quantifying and linking topography and rates of
chemical weathering and erosion, which can then be related to other influences such as
climate. Climate controls chemical weathering and erosion via temperature and moisture
availability. Riebe et al. (2001b) measured long-term erosion rates across seven
unglaciated granitic Sierra Nevada sites spanning a temperature and precipitation gradient
(4-15° C in average temperature and 22-178 cm/year in annual precipitation) and found
that long-term erosion rates from cosmogenic nuclides varied by a factor of only 2.5, and
showed no correlation with temperature and precipitation (r < 0.17, p >0.5). This seems
to indicate that long-term average climatic regimes have little effect on mountain erosion
rates. Additionally, Kirchner et al. (2001) found that 5 catchments that were glaciated in
the Pleistocene had similar long-term and short-term erosion rates to 25 unglaciated
catchments in central Idaho. However, in kinetically limited systems, climatic setting
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may influence sediment transport mechanisms and resulting catchment morphology. For
example, a study of a climate gradient across a granitic, slowly-eroding landscape in
South Africa found that wetter climate conditions favored hillslope processes over valleyforming processes, meaning that in dry sites overland events were infrequent and shortlived while the wetter sites experience a hydrologic regime dominated by throughflow
and enhanced bioturbation (Chadwick et al., 2013). Hill-valley spacing and local relief
were found to increase with annual rainfall. This was not the case in a study of the
Washington Cascades, however. There, Moon et al. (2011) found that modern erosion
rates are controlled by both glacial conditioning and precipitation-driven landslides. This
may be because the precipitation gradient, slope distributions are more uniform, and the
area of homogeneous lithology is smaller in the Cascades than in the Alps region studied
by Schlunegger and Norton (2013). Von Blanckenburg (2006) found that climate has
very weak effects on catchment erosion rates. Amundson et al. (2015) found that an
aridity index represented by the ratio of mean annual precipitation to mean annual
temperature was a strong indicator of maximum soil production rate. Specifically, in this
study, SPRmax values are generally similar to measured P0 values as a function of the
aridity index.
Climate has been found to influence soil evolution in some landscapes and not others
partly because of linkages to erosion rate and topography (Dixon et al., 2016). There
exists a threshold below which chemical denudation and erosion rates are coupled, and
above which further increase in erosion rate leads to decreasing chemical weathering rate.
These two systems are referred to as supply-limited or kinetically limited regimes. In
threshold landscapes, the strength of bedrock is not enough to allow the hillslope to
steepen any further, and mean hillslope angle becomes decoupled from erosion rate. This
prevents hillslopes from being steeper than approximately 35-40° (Carson and Petley,
1970; Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995; Burbank et al., 1996; Montgomery and Brandon,
2002). Several studies have found support for a process transition from soil creep at low
slopes to landsliding above a slope threshold, above which erosion is so rapid that the
surface is unable to maintain a continuous soil cover (e.g., DiBiase et al. 2010).
Chemical weathering may be controlled by inherently different mechanisms above and
below the soil-mantled to rock-dominated transition. Chemical weathering rates and
erosion rates are positively correlated, as each provides fresh material for the other to
work on (Stallard and Edmond, 1983; Riebe et al., 2004; West et al., 2005; Dixon et al.,
2009). The decoupling of chemical weathering and erosion above some threshold is
supported by Anderson et al. (2002), who predicted that chemical denudation rates and
erosion rates would both increase only while the landscape remains mantled by soil, and
corroborated by Dixon et al. (2012), who found that at high erosion rates, erosion
outpaces weathering and regolith residence time is decreased so much that minerals do
not have time to decompose. This means that erosion rate, via its control on regolith
residence time, influences the degree to which climate can control chemical weathering.
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In kinetically limited landscapes, weathering intensity is low because chemical
weathering reactions are not allowed to act on weatherable materials completely. This
could be due to high erosion rates, where mineral residence times are cut short by being
eroded away, or dry conditions, where not enough moisture is available for weathering
reactions to take place (Rasmussen et al., 2011). In erosion-limited landscapes (also
called supply-limited), weathering intensity is high and weathering is limited only by the
supply of fresh material, not by the rate of mineral dissolution (Stallard, 1995; West et
al., 2005). This could be due to very low erosion rates, which allow the regolith to grow
so thick that weathering processes (bioturbation, freeze-thaw, etc.) do not reach fresh
rock; or it could mean that although erosion rates are not particularly low, chemical
weathering keeps pace with erosion so that a steady-state condition is maintained
(Rasmussen et al., 2011).
While supply-limited systems are ubiquitous and well-documented around the globe,
kinetically limited landscapes are less well understood. One that has been observed is the
San Gabriel Mountains in California, a transient landscape where some regions are lowrelief and soil-mantled, while others are high-relief and dominated by bedrock, with an
intermediate transient landscape (Dixon et al., 2012). Soil residence times and water
availability determine the extent to which soils are able to weather, reflected in their CDF
and tau values. This is indicative of a kinetically limited system because minerals in this
setting are not allowed sufficient time to fully weather, whereas in a transport-limited
system all soils would have their weatherable components removed and display a similar
degree of weathering regardless of slope, water availability, or dust deposition. Between
the supply-limited and kinetically limited portions of the landscape, weathering rates
increase because of the increase in mineral supply. Within the kinetically limited portion
of the landscape, the chemical weathering rate reaches a peak and then decreases as the
mineral residence time becomes so short that it outweighs the benefits of having fresh
mineral supply.
The threshold for kinetically limited weathering may be coincident with another
threshold below which hillslope gradient and topographic relief are positively correlated
with erosion rate (Ahnert, 1970; Montgomery and Brandon, 2002) and above which, at
very high slope gradients, the relationship breaks down (e.g. Schmidt and Montgomery,
1995; Montgomery, 2001; Ouimet et al., 2009; DiBiase et al., 2010). Steep landscapes
erode quickly partly because of tectonic forcings, as rock uplift can lower a region’s
relative base level and drive river incision, raising landscape-scale erosion rates (Howard
et al., 1994; Whipple and Tucker, 1999). Hillslopes are not as quick as river channels in
adjusting their base level by increasing erosion rate (Fernandes and Dietrich, 1997; Mudd
and Furbish, 2007). The change in erosion rate is directly related to channel steepness, a
metric of topographic relief, as observed by Ouimet et al. (2009) in the Tibetan Plateau
and by DiBiase et al. (2010) in the San Gabriel Mountains in California, both of whom
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measured erosion rates using 10Be from stream sediments. Tectonic uplift can cause
fractures and jointing in rock that contributes to erosion (Molnar et al., 2007).
Glacial Signature on Topography
Glacial erosion is extremely important in shaping mountain topography (e.g. Penck,
1905) and increasing erosion rates (Zhang et al., 2001; Molnar, 2004; Herman, 2013). It
also has implications for chemical weathering, which will be discussed later. The
abrasion and plucking of ice widens and deepens bedrock valleys (Brocklehurst and
Whipple, 2002) and increases local relief by carving into existing valleys rather than
summits (Anderson et al., 2006), meaning that total relief increases even as the whole
region may be uplifted isostatically (Small and Anderson, 1996).
The effort to evaluate the linkages between glacial history and topography has gone
through three phases. Early work sought to compare the erosional efficiency of glaciers
and rivers by measuring sediment yield (Hicks et al., 1990; Hallet et al., 1996); Koppes
and Hallet (2002) pointed out that sediment budgets in recently deglaciated fjords are
representing only a small, recent timescale and that long-term rates are much lower (e.g.
~37 mm/yr recently vs. ~7 mm/yr long-term for the Muir Glacier). Sediment yield has
not been a useful tool to understand the impact of glaciers on the landscape or the
atmosphere. Although they are rare and brief, episodic erosion events dominate the longterm sediment yield. Kirchner et al. (2001) compared long-term erosion rates with
cosmogenic 10Be on the scale of 5-27 ky and compared with short-term sediment yields
through conventional sediment-trapping and sediment-gauging that measures sediment
yields over the scale of decades (average 24 years), and found that the sediment yield
estimates were so wildly different that 70-97% of sediment delivery must be occurring in
catastrophic events that are too infrequent to be detected by conventional sediment-yield
methods. Because sediment yield is likely to measure only a short period between major
erosional events, this is not a good method for measuring the erosional impact of
glaciation. Instead, it is more useful to examine topography.
A second method used for detecting the glacial signature on landscape is the examination
of river channel organization and steepness. Glacial topography has been found to control
channel organization and river profiles in mountain basins of British Columbia
(Brardinoni and Hassan, 2006, 2007) and in Puget Sound (Collins and Montgomery,
2010), where channel concavity was utilized to show that landscapes in the Puget Sound
region are still responding to Pleistocene glaciation. Profile concavity was found to vary
systematically between valleys created by subglacial fluvial erosion versus those eroded
by post-glacial incision, with rivers either aggrading or degrading in response to glacially
imposed topography. This would indicate that the present interglacial interval, ca. 16,500
years, is less than the time required for rivers to achieve equilibrium. Drainage density
also may be distinct between glacially and nonglacially developed landscapes. For
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example, Salcher et al. (2014) investigated the relationship between drainage density and
denudation and found two different rules, one for fluvially-dominated landscapes and
another for glacially-eroded landscapes. In fluvially dominated landscapes at low
elevations, drainage density was found to increase with increasing erosion rate, while a
negative correlation was found in high-elevation, glacially eroded basins. The authors
attribute this change to glacial processes dominating above the lowest extent of the
Quaternary ELA and working to bulldoze short-wavelength topography, effectively
lengthening hillslopes and increasing mass transfer and denudation (Salcher et al., 2014).
Howard (1997) and Tucker and Bras (1998) predicted that in threshold landscapes, slopes
will lengthen with increasing relief because while channels steepen with increasing
erosion rate, threshold hillslopes do not, so that the position where channels reach the
threshold slope shifts downstream. This would result in a decreasing drainage density, as
hillslope length is inversely related to drainage density. DiBiase et al. (2012) found this to
be only partly true; they differentiate between fluvial channels, which obey Flint’s law so
that slope decreases as a power law with drainage area, versus colluvial channels, where
slope is independent of drainage area. Generally colluvial channels occupy the
headwaters and transition to fluvial channels downstream. When the authors compared
drainage density with erosion rate, they found that fluvial drainage density did decrease
with increasing erosion rate as predicted by Howard (1997) and Tucker and Bras (1998),
but that this was balanced out by an increase in colluvial drainage density, so that total
drainage density was similar across the landscape regardless of erosion rate (DiBiase et
al., 2012). Therefore, how glaciation might change drainage density if at all is a topic for
further research.
A third method for detecting the glacial signature on a landscape is to focus on the
landscape’s elevation distribution. This method is derived from the glacial buzzsaw
hypothesis, where glaciers erode topography above the snowline. A concentration of
surface area at elevations corresponding to the glacial equilibrium line altitude (ELA)
supports the idea of a glacial buzzsaw because glacial processes are reducing higher
peaks to just below the ELA. Thus hypsometry, or the frequency distribution of
elevation, can be used to analyze glaciated landscapes (e.g. Brozović et al. 1997,
Kirkbride and Matthews, 1997; Montgomery et al., 2001; Mitchell and Montgomery,
2006). Egholm et al. (2009) examined DEMs around the world and found that regardless
of tectonic setting, lithology, or uplift rate the hypsometric maximum is usually between
the modern and LGM snowlines. Also, most summit elevations are not more than 1,500
m above the local snowline, again suggesting that glacial erosion controls the maximum
height of mountains. Brocklehurst and Whipple (2002) demonstrated a close correlation
between mean Quaternary ELA (halfway between modern and LGM ELA; Porter, 1989)
and the elevation of glacial modification of the landscape in the Sierra Nevada. This is
due to cirque floor development flattening the valley. Brocklehurst and Whipple (2004)
identified a characteristic hypsometry of glaciated landscapes using the concentration of
glacial erosion around the ELA. Pederson et al. (2010) found that fraction of topography
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above snowline altitude depends on rate of rock column uplift and time elapsed since
cessation of tectonic activity. They used a length scale indicating how rapidly the portion
of surface area decays with elevation above snowline altitude and the maximum abovesnowline relief at a variety of sites around the globe. In all cases the proportion of
topography decays rapidly above the snowline, but at different rates. Based on these
rates, the authors divide the global sites into three groups: active, recently active (the
Rockies are in this group), and inactive.
In addition to hypsometry, slope-elevation plots can be used in evaluating fluvial or
glacial landscapes. For example, Dixon et al. (2016) found that in nonglaciated
catchments, the steepest slopes occur at high elevations, whereas in previously-glaciated
catchments, the highest slopes are at lower elevations. The previously glaciated basins
deviate from the overall trend of the region, which is for slope to increase with increasing
elevation. This is supported by Robl et al. (2015) who described fluvially shaped
catchments (which they term “premature”) as generally increasing in slope with
increasing elevation, whereas in glacially carved landscapes, slope only increases with
elevation up to the ELA, where slopes begin to decrease due to glacial cirque formation,
before suddenly steeply rising at the highest elevations where isolated forms such as
nunataks rise sharply above their surroundings (figure 2.2).

Figure A4. Idealized slope-elevation distributions of a single profile from
headwaters to trunk stream, characteristic of a) a landscape shaped by fluvial
processes, and b) a landscape shaped by glacial processes. In landscape (a), the
solid line represents a landscape in equilibrium, meaning it has adapted to its
present boundary conditions and the entire landscape is responding to the same
forcing. The dotted line represents a landscape that is not in equilibrium, which
could be either because the landscape is experiencing non-uniform uplift, or
because it is experiencing transient incision, meaning a change in base level has
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occurred within the landscape’s response time and is still being communicated
across the landscape. Glacial erosion erases local relief above the ELA and forms
cirques (b), where slope gradient decreases, and can form nunataks, horns, and
arêtes at the summit where rock is exposed above the glacial ice with extremely
steep (near vertical) slopes. Figure adapted from Robl et al. (2015).
In addition to these direct links between glaciers and chemical weathering, the
morphology left behind after glaciers recede may continue to influence chemical
weathering for thousands of years. This is because soil chemical and physical weathering
may depend on landscape characteristics; processes that move soil are slope-dependent,
and glacial topography controls hydrologic flow that helps water flow along the surface
or deep into the regolith, where it catalyzes chemical weathering reactions. Topography
has been demonstrated to influence physical erosion rates (Roering et al., 2007), soil
thickness and soil production rates (Dietrich et al. 1995; Heimsath, 1997) and chemical
weathering rates (Riebe et al., 2004; West and Bickle, 2004; Ferrier and Kirchner, 2008;
Yoo et al., 2009).
Glaciers as a Global Climate Regulator
Glaciers have been suggested to act as a global climate regulator due to their power to
erode material and create fresh mineral surfaces, thus accelerating weathering and
causing the sequestration of atmospheric CO2 (Molnar and England, 1990; Raymo and
Ruddiman, 1992; Hallet et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2001); however, this argument is
widely debated (Koppes and Montgomery, 2009; Portenga and Bierman, 2011; Sadler
and Jerolmack, 2014; Willenbring and Jerolmack, 2016). Silicate weathering can
influence the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (Berner et al., 2003) and
at least partly helps regulate climate (e.g. Walker et al., 1981), as silicate weathering
reactions draw down carbon dioxide:
CO2 + (Ca, Mg)SiO3  (Ca, Mg)CO3 + SiO2

.

(Equation 9)

Rapid physical erosion, as occurs as a result of rapid rock uplift or during glaciation, may
logically produce rapid chemical erosion, increasing CO2 drawdown (Raymo et al.,
1988). It is possible that tectonically driven uplift of the Himalayas and western North
America may have caused such rapid erosion so as to induce global cooling in the late
Cenozoic (Ruddiman and Kutzbach, 1989; Raymo and Ruddiman, 1992), or that global
cooling formed glaciers that then did so much erosive work that they induced cooling and
possibly even isostatic uplift of mountains (Molnar and England, 1990; Zhang et al.,
2001; Molnar, 2004). However, this argument is based on a direct increase in chemical
weathering with physical erosion rate, which is not always the case. Modeled chemical
erosion rates my instead reach a maximum at an intermediate physical erosion rate and
then decrease, approaching zero as physical erosion rates increase (e.g., Ferrier and
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Kirchner, 2008). Chemical weathering in rapidly uplifting mountain belts may not
contribute as significantly to global weathering as previously thought, primarily due to
the low intensity of weathering in these systems and their small global area (Dixon and
von Blanckenburg, 2012). The climate-driven erosion hypothesis also assumes that
glaciers are a more efficient erosive agent than rivers (Hallet et al., 1996; Brozovich et
al., 1997); however this point has been widely debated (Small and Anderson, 1998;
Whipple et al., 1999; Koppes and Montgomery, 2009; Yanites and Ehlers, 2012).
Furthermore, recent research casts doubt on whether denudation rates did increase in the
late Cenozoic at all (Sadler and Jarolmack, 2014; Naylor et al, 2015; Willenbring and
Jarolmack, 2016). Some of the methods used to demonstrate that denudation increased in
the last 10 My, including ocean sediment accumulation (Hay et al., 1998; Métivier et al.,
1999; Zhang et al., 2001; Molnar, 2004) and thermochronologic exhumation ages
(Herman et al., 2013) may have a problem of scale, so that rates of accumulation or
exhumation appear to decrease as the measurement interval is expanded (Sadler, 1981,
1994; Schumer and Jerolmack, 2009). While climate, tectonics, erosion, and weathering
certainly interact in complex ways and feed back on each other, the ability of glaciers to
instigate drastic global cooling or mountain uplift is far from certain (Willenbring and
Jerolmack, 2016).
Local Geology and Setting of the Bitterroot Valley
The Bitterroot and Sapphire Mountains, which border the Bitterroot Valley in western
Montana, provide an ideal natural laboratory for studying the effects of climate history on
morphology and soil evolution. The Bitterroot Mountains occupy the eastern edge of the
Idaho Batholith; bordering the Idaho Batholith to the east is the Bitterroot Valley, and
across the valley the Sapphire Mountains. The Idaho Batholith is composed of quartz
monzonite whose mineralogic composition varies but is mainly quartz, orthoclase,
oligoclase, and biotite (Ross 1950). The texture is coarse-grained to porphyritic. Along
the Bitterroot range front adjacent to the valley is a gneissic and schistose border zone
that dips 18-26° east and which has a closely spaced joint pattern (Lindgren 1904, Ross
1950). This makes it highly susceptible to glacial erosion, so that glacial drift deposited
outside the canyon mouths has a high percentage of this gneissic lithology. In this gneiss
biotite grains form thin, discontinuous laminae, which are roughly parallel to the long
axis of the quartz and feldspar grains (Ross 1950).
The Bitterroot Mountains are composed of a series of east-west-trending parallel
catchments carved by valley glaciers during the Pleistocene. North-facing slopes are
carved by cirque glaciers, while cirque glacier growth was inhibited on south-facing
slopes by higher solar insolation (Beaty, 1961; Evans and Cox, 2005). Naylor and Gabet
(2007) took advantage of this difference and the lithologic homogeneity across the
Bitterroot Mountains to assess the relative erosional potential of glacial processes on
north-facing slopes and nonglacial processes on south-facing slopes.
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The Bitterroots’ glacial history was first described by Lindgren (1904). Pardee (1910,
1942) examined the geomorphic evidence of the historical extent of Glacial Lake
Missoula. Alden (1953) surveyed the physiography of Bitterroot glaciations including
piedmont surfaces, stream terraces, and moraines. Alden (1953) found evidence for three
major glaciations in the Bitterroot Mountains correlating to Early Pleistocene, Illinoian
(or Early Wisconsin), and Wisconsin ages. This was based on glacial deposits at the
mouths of several canyons, and on a Pleistocene chronology Alden had already
developed from work in eastern Montana (Alden, 1932). Weber (1972) built on this work
by mapping three drift sequences, which he refers to as the Judd Drift (pre-Wisconsin),
Charlos Drift (early Wisconsin), and Lost Horse Drift (late Wisconsin). These
approximate ages are based on granite-weathering ratios, topographic position, soil
development, and correlations with Glacial Lake Missoula lake stands. Weber (1972)
mapped six end moraines composed of Lost Horse Drift outside the mouth of Roaring
Lion Canyon, suggesting there were at least six glacial advances. He also noted that
evidence of glaciation increases to the south. Four canyons (Carlton, One Horse, Bass,
and Kootenai Creeks) toward the north were found to lack the signature U-shape of
glaciation and terminal moraine. The Judd glaciation seems to have been the most
extensive, as Judd Drift is present beyond drift of other sequences, and because Judd
Drift mapped between Lost Horse and Rock Creeks indicates that the glaciers from these
two creeks merged beyond the canyon mouths.
Naylor and Gabet (2007) used field mapping and analysis of DEMs and aerial
photography to compare north- and south-facing slopes in the Bitterroot Mountains in
order to compare differing erosional regimes: due to unequal solar insolation, northfacing sides of the valleys were glaciated, while south-facing slopes were not, allowing
the formation of larger cirque glaciers on north-facing slopes (Beaty, 1961; Evans and
Cox, 2005). This is shown through the asymmetric ridges, as ridge-to-valley distances on
north-facing slopes are ~1.5x that of south-facing slopes. Glaciated slopes are found to be
less steep than non-glaciated slopes (portions of south-facing slopes that are judged to be
glaciated are excluded from this analysis). This is despite equal precipitation rates and no
significant redistribution of snow latitudinally, according to late Pleistocene weather
reconstructions that show that anticyclonic easterlies were dominant in the northwest
(Kutzbach and Ruddiman, 1993; Hostetler and Clark, 1997). The differences are also not
due to lithology, as most of the range is underlain by a massive granite assemblage
without discrete structural features (Lonn and Berg, 1996; Lewis, 1998). Using a spline
surface fit across ridgelines to approximate the volume of material eroded (e.g.
Brocklehurst and Whipple 2006), glaciers are found to have removed almost twice as
much rock as nonglacial processes. Part of this is through vertical incision but the
dominant impact of glaciers is lateral erosion by headwall retreat. Naylor and Gabet
(2007) concluded that glacial processes operating on north-facing slopes are more
efficient at headward erosion than the nonglacial processes operating on south-facing
slopes, causing ridgelines to be pushed southward. This is in accordance with the findings
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of Brocklehurst and Whipple (2002, 2006) that glacial erosion exceeds fluvial erosion,
principally through horizontal headwall incision, based on analysis of fluvial and glacial
longitudinal profiles.
Pederson and Egholm (2013) used the Bitterroot Range in their investigation into the
effect of multiple glacial cycles. They compare Bear Creek to the unglaciated Aldeire
catchment in the Spanish Sierra Nevada, which they refer to as a fluvial landscape with
no hypsometric maximum, by simulating snowline lowering in each catchment. In the
Sierra Nevada catchment, glaciers grow steadily when snowline is lowered. The
simulation in Bear Creek, on the other hand, shows that glaciers are slow to grow at first
but when the snowline gets lowered below the hypsometric maximum, glaciers grow
quickly. The Sierra Nevada shows a linear relationship between snowline altitude and
glacial area, and in the Bitterroots the relationship is nonlinear. In the second part of the
experiment, a model landscape is subjected to a simulation of glacial erosion processes
and isostatic flexure subjected to climatic changes similar to what Earth has experienced
over the last 2 My: phase 1) symmetric, constant magnitude 40 ky climate cycles; 2) a
transition period representing the mid-Pleistocene transition; and phase 3) asymmetric
constant-magnitude 100-kyr climate cycles. During phase 1, the topography forms the
typical glacial hypsometry and by the end of phase 1 glaciers become smaller as much of
the topography above the snowline has been removed. During phase 2, there is an
abundance of topography just below what was previously the snowline, so when the
snowline advances even a small amount, ice volume increases greatly (ice volume
doubles for only ~90m lowering of snowline). The snowline progressively lowers, and
glacial extent increases quickly. The authors find that the degree of glacial modification
already present at the onset of a climatic cooling influences the extent of subsequent
glaciation and sensitivity of the landscape to climate change. In landscapes that were not
glaciated before, glacial area increases linearly with cooling; in previously glaciated
landscapes, however, glaciers are slow to grow at first because there is little topography
above the snowline but expand rapidly once the snowline reaches the hypsometric
maximum, even when the landscapes have extensive area at similar elevations. This
shows that early Pleistocene glaciations (before a transition at approx. 950 kya)
preconditioned the landscape for more extensive glaciations and valley deepening in the
later Pleistocene. This agrees with existing exposure dating and low-temperature
thermochronologic dating from the European Alps. This experiment shows that long-term
history of a region influences the relation between climate and glacial extent through a
constantly changing topographic control.
Input from dust has been shown to significantly impact soils in other regions of
the Idaho Batholith, west of the Bitterroots. This is important for using mass balance to
infer rock-to-soil chemical weathering losses. Granitic soils at two transects at the South
Fork Salmon River in Idaho showed enrichment of mafic elements (Ti, Fe, Mg), implying
that a mafic-rich dust has been aerially deposited, possibly from glacial outburst flood
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sediments in Eureka Flat, WA (Ferrier, 2009). In order to determine the deposition rate of
dust to this site, Ferrier (2009) carried out a mass-balance analysis using two immobile
elements instead of one and combined this with soil production rates determined from
cosmogenic nuclides and concluded that dust deposition rate would be 3-13 t km-2 yr-1.
The degree of chemical weathering at the same sites in the South Fork Salmon River
mentioned above has been demonstrated to be strongly influenced by moisture
availability and almost not at all by temperature. Ferrier (2009) used time series
measurements from soil moisture and temperature probes and found that the degree of
chemical weathering is strongly controlled by the annual duration of high soil moisture
conditions, which is primarily dependent on the annual duration of snow cover in this
setting. Additionally, soils at these sites become more chemically weathered with
increasing soil residence time, which implies that weathering is kinetically limited.
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APPENDIX H

DETAILED SAMLPING METHODS
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Surface samples consist of soil and rock pairs from each location. Surface sample
locations were selected with the objective of representing various hillslope positions,
slope gradients, and aspect angles. To take a sample, we first lay out the 3x3 m string grid
at a sample location and estimate the percent soil cover in each of the 9 squares. We
would auger to the depth of refusal at a point within 1 m of the grid.
Soil sample: We choose to sample the top 10 cm of the regolith in order to
measure that material which will be delivered to the river channel. The top 10 cm of
regolith was sampled in the center of each of the nine squares. If there is a clear layer of
organic debris on the ground, for example a layer of pine needles, that organic material
was brushed aside and discounted from the 10 cm (in later steps, ignition will be used to
remove organic material within the sample, but where there is a thick layer of biomass on
top of the ground we want to exclude it). The sample was stored in a labeled freezerquality quart-size Ziploc bag. Once transported to the lab, sample bags were set out with
the bag open for 2 days to dry. A subsample of selected samples was sent off for X-ray
fluorescence by ALS Global in Reno, NV (see below). Material was shaken up and
moved around within the Ziploc bag, and a scoop was used to collect 30-40 g of material
from the full length of the bag.
Rock sample: In sampling surface rock, we aim to take a spatially integrated
sample so that any anomalous rock present at the surface will not significantly throw off
our measurements. We acknowledge that using surface rock to represent parent material
is problematic; however, we take measures to minimize error that may come from
heterogeneities in bedrock. To take a rock sample, we break off fragments of ~5 large
rocks present within the sample grid using a rock hammer. Where little or no rocks are
present within the sample grid, we sample rocks within 10 m of the sample grid (this was
rarely the case). We target large rocks, mostly big boulders ~1m on a side, rather than 10
cm rock fragments that might by lying on the ground and are more likely to be
transported a great distance. However, most of the rocks sampled are boulders that might
have been transported from upslope, not outcrops that are rooted in bedrock. By sampling
approximately five rocks at each sample site, we minimize the effects of heterogeneities
such as veins in bedrock. We further minimize the effect of “nuggets” of anomalous
composition when we subsample for XRF analysis: after the bags are set out to dry, the
samples that were selected for XRF analysis were crushed by covering the whole sample
with a cloth and smashing with a sledgehammer to ~1 cm fragments. Then a mixture of
these crushed fragments was sent to ALS Global where it was powdered for XRF
analysis (see below).
X-ray Fluorescence: 118 samples were sent for XRF at ALS Global in Reno, NV
to be crushed (ALS code and description: PUL-31, “pulverize split to 85% < 75 μm”),
incorporated into XRF pellets and fused beads. They were measured for major elements
(ME-XRF06 “whole rock package”) and trace-level XRF analysis (ME-XRF-05 “trace
level XRF analysis”).
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Samples were processed by:
ALS Global
4977 Energy Way, Reno, NV 89502. (775) 356-5395
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APPENDIX I

DISTRIBUTION OF LAND COVER TYPE WITH SLOPE GRADIENT
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While field measurements of soil thickness and weathering extent show no
correlation with topographic metrics, land cover type as defined by the National Land
Cover Database does correlate with slope gradient in both Lost Horse Creek and Rye
Creek. We compare NLCD classifications by slope gradient, binning by 5° slope
increments (figure A3). The results reveal that forest abundance starts high at low
elevations, decreases with increasing slope gradient until approximately 35° slope, and
then rises again; meanwhile, nonforest categories (“perennial ice/snow”, “barren land
(rock/sand/clay)”, “shrub/scrub”, and “grassland/herbaceous”) are almost nonexistent at
low slopes and increases in abundance until the forest and non-forest are almost equal at
~35° slope, and then nonforest decreases again. Our analysis of NLCD data also suggests
that a slope threshold for soil cover exists in both catchments and that this threshold is
slightly higher in Lost Horse (~25°) than Rye Creek (~20°), based on analysis of what
portion of forest or non-forest occurs at each 5° slope bin. Forest occupies more than its
share of low elevations while nonforest occupies more of its share at higher elevations.
This difference is more pronounced in Lost Horse. This is important because it suggests
that morphology, including the topographic legacy left by glaciation, can influence the
distribution of ecological communities.
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A.3.. Land cover type distribution across Lost Horse and Rye Creeks. A and b show the
amount of each land cover type (ex. forest) present at a given slope range (for example,
between 10-15°), while the black line reflects the overall frequency distribution of slope
values within each catchment. Notice that a large portion of Lost Horse Creek has a
slope gradient of ~30°, and a large portion of Rye Creek has a slope of ~15°. The bottom
two panels, c and d, represent the amount of a land cover type present, normalized with
respect to slope. The purpose of this analysis is to show how abundance of different land
cover classes may change with respect to local slope gradient. This shows the dominance
of a land cover type compared to the others at any given slope interval. In Lost Horse
Creek, forest is a greater portion of the land area at low elevations than at high
elevations, where rock and ice become more dominant. Shrubs also become more
ubiquitous at higher elevations. There appears to be a threshold where forest becomes
less dominant and the other categories become more dominant around 25° slope. In Rye
Creek, we find a more subtle decrease in forest cover at slopes near 20°.

